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In the era of big data, with streaming applications such as social media,
surveillance monitoring and real-time search generating large volumes of
data, efficient Data Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs) have become es-
sential. When designing an efficient DSPS, a number of challenges need
to be considered including task allocation, scalability, fault tolerance, QoS,
parallelism degree, and state management, among others.
In our research, we focus on task allocation as it has a significant im-
pact on performance metrics such as data processing latency and system
throughput. An application processed by DSPSs is represented as a Di-
rected Acyclic Graph (DAG), where each vertex represents a task and the
edges show the dataflow between the tasks. Task allocation can be de-
fined as the assignment of the vertices in the DAG to the physical compute
nodes such that the data movement between the nodes is minimised. Find-
ing an optimal task placement for stream processing systems is NP-hard.
Thus, approximate scheduling approaches are required to improve the per-
formance of DSPSs.
In this thesis, we present our three proposed schedulers, each having a differ-
ent heuristic partitioning approach to minimise inter-node communication
for either homogeneous or heterogeneous clusters. We demonstrate how
each scheduler can efficiently assign groups of highly communicating tasks
to compute nodes. Our schedulers are able to outperform two state-of-the-
art schedulers for three micro-benchmarks and two real-world applications,
increasing throughput and reducing data processing latency as a result of
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This thesis presents three scheduling algorithms for DAG-based data stream processing
systems. The proposed schedulers aim to efficiently find highly communicating tasks,
and by placing them on the same node, increase system throughput while decreasing
latency. In this chapter, we first provide an overview of data stream processing sys-
tems. Then, we highlight the challenges in stream processing, before outlining our key
contributions. Finally, we present the structure of this thesis.
1.1 Data stream processing systems
The recent growth in data generation has arisen from new data-intensive services such
as scientific experiments, social networks, media, stock trading and weather monitoring,
among others. More than 30,000 gigabytes of data is generated every second and the
rate is accelerating (Marz and Warren, 2015). According to IBM,1 90% of the data
that existed in 2012 was created in the two years prior.
These data sources need to be analysed to gain insights, and find trends such as
determining the most frequent events for a continuous dataflow occurring over a certain
period of time. For example, to follow events as they begin trending on Twitter, we
could track the top 10 topics over the past 30 minutes, which requires continuous
analysis of tweets as they are generated.
Data Stream Processing Systems (DSPSs) are designed to process such dataflows,
by operating on data streams, which are a continuous, unbounded sequence of data




Some of the characteristics of data streams are (Chakravarthy and Jiang, 2009; Babcock
et al., 2002):
• The data items in the stream arrive continuously, and are processed in the order
they arrive without being stored.
• The input rate of data is uncontrolled and can be bursty or irregular.
• Data streams are unbounded in size.
• As data comes from external sources, it may contain missing values needing to
be handled, i.e., some values might not have been logged properly. Further, data
may be corrupt due to network problems.
• Data streaming applications are required to handle varied types of data, i.e.,
structured, semi-structured or unstructured.
DSPS applications such as financial applications, network monitoring, security
surveillance, telecommunications data management, web applications, traffic monitor-
ing and smart homes operate on continuous flows of data (Chakravarthy and Jiang,
2009; Abadi et al., 2003; Babcock et al., 2002; Querzoni and Rivetti, 2017). In compar-
ison, batch processing systems store the data before performing ad hoc queries, which
is not suited for real-time analysis.
1.2 Challenging issues in data stream processing sys-
tems
A general purpose data stream processing system faces a number of competing chal-
lenges, such as providing high performance and throughput while remaining reliable. It
should allow users to express their queries with continuous SQL-based query languages
or to develop their queries with a programming language. Some of the challenges in
designing a DSPS include:
• Scheduling—A distributed stream processing system needs to efficiently schedule
tasks across distributed nodes to improve system performance.
• Rescheduling—Triggering rescheduling creates some overhead in the DSPS exe-
cution, requiring a balance to be struck between the potential performance gains
of the new scheduling and the overhead incurred.
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• Parallelism degree—It is important to find the right number of tasks per operator,
providing parallelism. This has a significant impact on performance as too few
tasks may create bottlenecks, degrading performance, while too many may waste
system resources.
• Scalability—A DSPS should be able to respond to changes in the load by scaling
in or out, as required.
• Fault-tolerance—Like any other distributed system, DSPSs are prone to software
and hardware faults, which requires the ability to efficiently recover from failures
without significant interruption.
• Reliability—A DSPS needs to replay data streams in the event of a failure.
• State management—When rescheduling, it is important to preserve the state of
each task being migrated to minimise data loss.
• QoS specifications—Some applications may require specific QoS guarantees such
as throughput, tuple latency and memory usage, among others.
• Data security—When handling data streams of sensitive information, DSPSs may
require some guarantees for data confidentiality, integrity and availability, to
secure end-to-end communication.
It is not possible to optimise all of the above mentioned challenges at the same time
as there will be tradeoffs. The specific streaming application requirements determine
which challenges need to be addressed. For instance, a security surveillance system
needs to be reliable, which can be achieved through replication of data within the
system, coming at the cost of increased latency. In comparison, a stock trading system
requires low latency, which can be achieved by an efficient, high performance task
placement policy.
While each of these challenges are current areas of research, we focus on schedul-
ing in this thesis as low latency response times are a consistent priority across many
streaming applications. The scheduling policy determines how tasks are distributed in
the data stream processing system, which can have a significant impact on the perfor-
mance metrics of the system such as tuple latency (the time taken to process a tuple)
and system throughput (the number of tuples processed in a given time) (Chakravarthy
and Jiang, 2009). A scheduling policy needs to strike a balance between system per-
formance, the use of system resources and run-time overhead.
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An efficient task scheduler will adapt to changes in the communication pattern
of a streaming application, ensuring that the inter-node communication is minimised.
Specifically, by placing highly communicating tasks on the same node, communication
between compute nodes can be reduced. The term “highly communicating tasks”,
which is used throughout this thesis, refers to a pair or group of tasks which exchange
a larger amount of data than other neighbouring tasks. Additionally, prioritising the
use of higher capacity compute nodes allows more highly communicating tasks to be
co-located within a compute node, requiring fewer nodes to be used, which helps to
further reduce inter-node communication. To achieve this, the scheduler monitors the
run-time communication of a streaming application, logging the communication rates
between tasks and tasks load, which is then used when rescheduling.
Existing work on task schedulers which aim to minimise the inter-node communica-
tion have a number of limitations. Firstly, the compute nodes might be underutilised
which results in using more compute nodes than required. Secondly, many of the sched-
ulers are not designed for heterogeneous clusters, which is an important requirement for
many deployments, where clusters grow over time as new hardware is added. Further,
a multi-user homogeneous cluster where not all of the system resources are available
can be viewed as a heterogeneous system. Finally, offline schedulers are incapable of
adapting to the run-time changes in the traffic patterns of streaming applications. In
this thesis, we aim to address these limitations in the design of our proposed schedulers.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, we address the problem of task scheduling in DSPSs and propose three
heuristic schedulers: P-Scheduler, T3-Scheduler, I-Scheduler. A streaming application
is represented as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), where each vertex represents a task
and the edges show the dataflow between the tasks. Task allocation can be defined as
the assignment of the vertices in the DAG to the physical compute nodes such that the
communication between the nodes is minimised. Each of the three schedulers adopt a
different approach for partitioning the DAG in order to minimise the communication
between each part, such that inter-node communication is minimised when each part
is assigned to a compute node. Further, all three approaches use a two-level scheduler,
where the first level determines the tasks to be assigned to each compute node, with
the second level assigning tasks to worker processes within each node. Such a two-
level approach is required when the compute nodes run multiple workers for fault
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tolerance and stability in large deployments. In the following, we provide a more
detailed description of each proposed scheduler.
• We propose P-Scheduler, which finds the number of homogeneous nodes required
for an application, and partitions the application graph, based upon this number,
using K-way partitioning, minimising the inter-node communication. P-Scheduler
also minimises inter-worker communication within each node by grouping highly
communicating tasks within a worker.
• We propose T3-Scheduler, which finds partitions of highly communicating tasks
where each partition has a size relative to the capacity of a node in the hetero-
geneous cluster. By considering the shape and connectivity of tasks in the appli-
cation graph when sizing each partition relative to node capacity, T3-Scheduler
can ensure nodes are fully utilised, minimising inter-node communication.
• We propose I-Scheduler, for heterogeneous DSPSs, which reduces the size of
the task graph by fusing highly communicating tasks, allowing mathematical
optimisation software to be used to find an efficient task assignment. A fallback
heuristic is also proposed for cases where the optimisation software cannot be
used, which iteratively partitions the application graph based on the capacity
of the heterogeneous nodes and assigns each partition to a node with relative
capacity.
• We evaluate the communication cost of each of the proposed schedulers by com-
paring them with a theoretically optimal scheduler. Our evaluation shows that
our proposed schedulers can achieve results close to optimal. Further, we imple-
ment the proposed schedulers in Apache Storm 1.1.1 and run experiments using
three micro-benchmarks and two real-world applications to evaluate the proposed
schedulers and compare them with state of the art R-Storm (Peng et al., 2015)
and Aniello et al.’s ‘Online scheduler’ (Aniello et al., 2013). The results show
that our schedulers can outperform OLS by 12–86% and R-Storm by up to 32%.
Throughout this thesis, we present the design, implementation and evaluation for
each of our three proposed schedulers, where the evaluation criteria are the achieved
latency and system throughput which is compared to two state of the art schedulers.
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1.4 Publications
Some of the material presented in this thesis has previously been published, which are
listed below:
• Eskandari, L., Huang, Z., and Eyers, D. (2016). P-Scheduler: Adaptive hierar-
chical scheduling in Apache Storm. In Proceedings of the Australasian Computer
Science Week Multiconference, 26. ACM.
• Eskandari, L., Mair, J., Huang, Z., and Eyers, D. (2017). A Topology and Traffic
Aware Two-Level scheduler for stream processing systems in a heterogeneous
cluster. In Proceedings of the 23rd European Conference on Parallel Processing,
68–79. Springer.
• Eskandari, L., Mair, J., Huang, Z., and Eyers, D. (2018). Iterative scheduling for
distributed stream processing systems. In Proceedings of the 12th ACM Interna-
tional Conference on Distributed and Event-Based Systems, 234–237. ACM.
• Eskandari, L., Mair, J., Huang, Z., and Eyers, D. (2018). T3-Scheduler: A
Topology and Traffic aware Two-level scheduler for stream processing systems
in a heterogeneous cluster. Future Generation Computer Systems, 89, 617–632.
Elsevier.
1.5 Thesis structure
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows.
Chapter 2 provides background on big data, its requirements, and processing frame-
works including batch and data stream processing.
Chapter 3 provides the state-of-the-art on scheduling in data stream processing sys-
tems. Further, we outline how scheduling in data stream processing systems
is different with scheduling in batch processing frameworks and workflow data
processing systems.
Chapter 4 provides a system model and formulation of the scheduling problem which
is solved in this thesis.
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Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive introduction of the Apache Storm framework,
a distributed, reliable, fault tolerant and open source data stream processing
system which is used in this thesis for implementation and experiments.
Chapter 6 provides all the settings used in the experiments and a description of the
applications, which are common in all of the proposed schedulers.
Chapter 7 presents P-Scheduler, our graph partitioning-based scheduler for homoge-
neous clusters.
Chapter 8 presents T3-Scheduler, which proposes an algorithm for finding groups of
highly communicating tasks to be scheduled on a heterogeneous cluster.
Chapter 9 presents I-Scheduler, an iterative graph partitioning algorithm for reducing
the task graph size so optimisation software can be used to perform the task
assignment.
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis with a summary of the key contributions and high-





We begin this chapter by defining the 4 Vs of big data, before outlining required analysis
techniques and the respective limitations of existing systems for big data analysis. We
then describe two popular batch processing frameworks and the three generations of
stream processing systems, highlighting the advances made in each generation. This
is then followed by a detailed description of the Lambda architecture, which benefits
from both batch and stream processing systems. Finally, we discuss how event stream
processing is different to complex event processing, before concluding the chapter.
2.1 Big data description
Big data is defined by having at least one of the following characteristics, which are
referred to as the 4 Vs:
• Volume: The data volume is huge, on the order of petabytes and a large storage
space is required. For example, social media generates large volumes of data
with Facebook users having uploaded 240 billion photos, continuing at a rate of
7 petabytes per month, while 12 terabytes of Tweets are sent each day.1 IDC
estimated the size of the digital universe as 4.4 zetabytes in 2013, and have
forecast it will grow to 44 zetabytes by 2020, representing a tenfold increase in
only seven years.1
• Velocity: The data is created quickly and requires low latency, high velocity ac-
cess within distributed deployments (Zikopoulos and Eaton, 2011). For example,
Facebook has to handle more than 900 million user photo uploads every day.1
1https://www.emc.com/leadership/digital-universe/2014iview/index.htm
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Stock trading is a common example, where 5 million trade events are created
each day, which require fast processing and responses as the information loses
value over time. Velocity is the measure of how quickly data arrives and needs
to be processed.
• Variety: Data resides in a variety of file formats and can be structured, semi-
structured and unstructured. Traditionally, information has been stored in a
structured way, such as within relational databases, but many new sources of data
do not have such rigid structures. That is, photos, video, email and documents,
among others, are either semi-structured or unstructured, and cannot efficiently
be stored or processed by traditional systems.
• Veracity: As data can come from a number of different sources, it is important
to ensure that the data is accurate and trustworthy. It is possible that the data
contains bias, duplication, inconsistencies and abnormalities which can affect the
data quality and the results of the data processing and analysis.
It is these characteristics of big data which pose the challenge when analysis is per-
formed with generalised data processing frameworks. This has led to the development
of tailor made solutions, that are designed to handle the volume or velocity of data
in a manageable way. These 4 Vs pose a number of challenges for analysing big data,
which has led to the development of tailor made data processing frameworks.
2.2 Big data analysis techniques
To process big data, a number of analysis techniques are used:
• Batch analysis is where a batch or queue of jobs are performed infrequently
on blocks of data that have been stored in the system over a period of time.
The operations are processed non-interactively, over potentially large volumes of
data. For example, generating business reports is a common batch operation,
where the financial records of a firm for the past week or month are analysed.
• Real-time analysis or stream processing provides a solution for analysing
data as it is generated and flows through the system. Real-time analysis is useful
for tasks like fraud detection, allowing anomalies in financial transactions to be
detected before they are completed.
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• Ad hoc analysis or NoSQL is performed on large data stores, containing
collections of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. Such queries
can provide results from business records, documents, and graphs, among others.
• Graph analysis can be used to analyse the relationships between entities, where
the data forms a graph, such as social graphs which show the relationships be-
tween people. By analysing the network structure of graph data, the impact or
spread of changes on the graph can be evaluated.
• Iterative analysis allows an operation to be repeatedly performed on a large
dataset to extract value or find patterns in the data. Such analysis is used by
machine learning techniques, which perform a large number of iterative operations
to gain insights and understanding from these huge growing datasets.
While these analysis techniques are not new, the characteristics of the data handle
by each analysis technique has changed.
2.3 The emergence of big data processing frameworks
While some existing frameworks such as Grid computing and HPC are able to provide
high compute performance or store large volumes of data, they are not suitable for
big data processing (White, 2012). Big data systems need to be capable of scaling
out across multiple nodes with reliable file systems, in order to meet the compute
and storage requirements (Zaharia et al., 2016), which traditional systems were not
designed for. In this section, we outline some existing distributed computing and
storage solutions, and highlight their limitations for processing big data.
Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) and NewSQL
Database systems are commonly used to store large volumes of data such as
financial records, and logistic information among others. These large volumes of
data can be processed with scalable relational NewSQL(Grolinger et al., 2013;
Aslett, 2011) systems, which are capable of scaling out processing. However,
this data is stored in a structured way, with a defined format and data type for
rows and columns. This makes RDBMS and NewSQL unsuitable for storing the
variety of data produced, which is often semi-structured or unstructured (Marz
and Warren, 2015). Moreover, the desire for processing database information as
it arrives led to the development of continuous query processing systems, which
run a query on streams of incoming data on the fly.
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High performance computing and grid computing
High Performance Computing (HPC) and grid computing have long been used
for running compute-intensive, MPI workloads. These systems are designed to
maximise the processing power of each node, which can limit the scalability of
such systems. Instead, a more scalable system will often tradeoff some per-node
performance for a more scalable architecture. While HPC systems can process
large datasets, it can be expensive to scale up these systems, as they use more
specialised hardware that is optimised for performance. In comparison, a scalable
system uses less optimised hardware, which can more readily be deployed to scale
out the system, in response to growing user demand.
Volunteer computing
In this computing framework, volunteers from around the world donate spare
compute resources by running a compute-intensive application when the volun-
teer node is idle. This allows users to contribute towards a collective goal by
performing computations, before sending the results back to a centralised server.
Two popular examples are SETI@Home2 and Folding@Home.3 SETI is designed
to distribute small chunks of radio telescope data to the volunteer systems for
processing. Each system performs a number of compute-intensive operations
on the received data, searching for any signals from any extraterrestrial intelli-
gence. Figure 2.1 shows the flow of data through the SETI infrastructure. The
distributed and varied nature of the compute resources and bandwidth is not
designed for accessing large volumes of data, making it unsuitable for big data
processing.
Each of these systems was designed to serve a specific computing need, such as
RDBMSs for processing business analytics and HPC for performing compute-intensive
operations, making them unsuitable to perform big data analysis. This necessitated the
development of tailored processing frameworks to meet the challenges of big data. In
the remainder of this chapter, we will present and discuss some of the most prominent
processing frameworks for batch processing to handle large volumes of data. Further,
we provide an extensive state-of-the-art on different generations of stream processing


















Figure 2.1: The flow of data through the SETI infrastructure
2.4 Big data processing frameworks
Big data processing can be classified into two primary classes of computation depending
on whether the data is static or dynamic. In the former, the data is stored and queries
are passed to the data whereas in the latter case queries are stored and data is passed
to the queries (InfoSphere, 2018). The differences between these two categories are
shown in Figure 2.2.
Batch processing frameworks, such as Hadoop,4 are commonly used to process
large volumes of static data offline. However, when the data is unbounded in size and
streaming, it needs to be processed on the fly, as it arrives in near real-time, and thus
batch processing approaches cannot be used. A DSPS is designed to manage continuous
and unending data streams which execute continuous queries without needing to store
the data.
Each of these big data frameworks address particular challenges in analysing big
data by handling different characteristics of the data, making them suitable for partic-
ular use-cases. While batch processing systems can view all of the data stored during
analysis, providing accurate results, stream processing systems have a limited view of
online and recent data as it arrives, ensuring low latency analysis. To balance latency
and accuracy, Lambda architecture can be used which takes advantage of both batch
processing and stream processing to provide low latency and accurate results over batch
data.
The focus of this thesis is on data stream processing systems. However, as big
data processing is often synonymous with large volumes of data and batch processing,
4http://hadoop.apache.org/
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Figure 2.2: Static data computation versus dynamic data computation, reproduced
based on (InfoSphere, 2018)
we first present common batch processing frameworks, from which a comparison with
DSPSs is based. We then provide a comprehensive background on different generations
of DSPSs. We also provide a detailed description of the lambda architecture to present
how batch and stream can work together in particular use cases.
2.4.1 Batch processing systems
In this section, we describe two of the most popular batch processing systems, Apache
Hadoop and Apache Spark.
Apache Hadoop is an open source software framework for processing and storing
large datasets on scalable clusters of commodity hardware. It was developed
based upon the Google File System (GFS) (Ghemawat et al., 2003) and MapRe-
duce (Guo et al., 2004) research papers from Google. Hadoop is made up of two
primary components: the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for storing
the large volumes of data and MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) which is
the programming model used to process the data.
HDFS stores large files by breaking them up into smaller chunks which are stored
on different cluster nodes. The files are further replicated, and placed on different
nodes, providing reliable storage. This method of storage has the further benefit
of allowing parallel processing to occur on multiple nodes as the required data is
already in distributed storage.
The distributed data is processed by the MapReduce programming model, which
performs the computations in the nodes where each chunk of data is stored. This
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Figure 2.3: Hadoop 1.X vs. Hadoop 2.X
In the original Hadoop 1.X, MapReduce was responsible for resource manage-
ment and processing. The YARN resource manager was introduced in Hadoop
2.X, which separated the resource management from the MapReduce, program-
ming model, which all sits on top of HDFS. YARN contains a global Resource
Manager (RM) for managing the cluster resources and a per-application Applica-
tion Master (AM) for managing the resources and execution of each application.
While Hadoop began as a MapReduce framework, it has become more general
with the development of YARN, which, along with HDFS, has allowed Hadoop
to grow and support many other big data frameworks, implemented on top of
this platform.
Apache Spark is a distributed data processing framework originally developed in the
AMPLab at UC Berkeley and uses a programming model similar to MapReduce.
It is extended with Resilient Distributed Datasets or RDDs (Zaharia et al., 2012),
which provide a distributed memory abstraction of data. RDDs allow data to
be held in memory during execution, improving run-time performance. RDDs
are able to recompute and recreate datasets, which makes Spark fault-tolerance.
Spark can be deployed as a stand-alone server or it can be deployed on a dis-
tributed framework such as YARN. By deploying on YARN, Spark is able to use
HDFS for storing large datasets on disk.
2.4.2 Data stream processing systems
Over the last few years, a broad range of research has advanced stream processing sys-
tems. These advances can be characterised by three distinct system generations (Heinze
et al., 2014) as follows.
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First generation stream processing systems
The first generation of stream processing systems were developed to be standalone, with
a specific application in mind. The development of these systems was very database-
centric, adopting query languages similar to SQL, which performed continuous func-
tions such as aggregate and filter, on data streams (Stonebraker et al., 2005). Examples
of first generation include: Tribeca, Aurora, TelegraphCQ and STREAM, described in
more detail as follows.
Tribeca
Tribeca (Sullivan and Heybey, 1998) was developed in Bell Communications Re-
search for the purpose of network traffic monitoring. It takes a single information
flow as input and produces one or more output flows. An imperative language is
used to express the sequence of operators applied to the information flow (Cugola
and Margara, 2012), where the operators are selection, projection and aggregate,
which supports count and sliding windows. Further, multiplexing and demulti-
plexing operators can be used to split and merge flows. Queries are optimised
by ensuring that the intermediate results are able to fit within main memory,
minimising query execution time (Panigati et al., 2015).
Aurora
Aurora (Carney et al., 2003) is an early single site stream processing system
developed by Brown University and MIT, which was motivated by the analysis
of sensor data streams. An application in Aurora is a graph of ‘boxes’ and
‘arrows’ where each box denotes a processing element and each arrow is a stream
connecting boxes. Tuples arrive at the input queues of each box and a scheduler
decides which box to run. The tuples are sent to the input queues of the next
box after processing is done at each box. Aurora has seven primitive operators.
Map, Aggregate, Resample, Filter, Union, BSort, Join and supports additional
custom operators. Shared queues are used to support shared storage for sliding
windows on streams.
TelegraphCQ
TelegraphCQ (Chandrasekaran et al., 2003; Madden et al., 2002) is a continuous
query processing system, based on a declarative SQL language, for networking
applications, developed at UC Berkeley. It derives all the relational operators
from SQL, which is an extension of PostgreSQL. It processes unbounded streams
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of data as window operators, allowing users to set their own policies for sliding
windows. As an optimisation, TelegraphCQ inspects sets of queries for com-
monalities, using shared query evaluation to provide fast query processing and
avoid wasting resources. This adaptive shared query processing is robust to the
addition or removal of queries.
STREAM
The STanford stREam datA Manager (STREAM) project (Arasu et al., 2003,
2006) is a relation-based system, developed at Stanford. The system focuses on
memory management and approximate query answering. STREAM merges com-
mon query plans whenever possible to improve the sharing of computation and
memory resources. Continuous queries are performed on data streams using one
of three sets of operators: 1) stream-to-relation, which includes window operators
that compute time-based, tuple-based, and partitioned windows over streams, 2)
relation-to-relation, which includes all the operators derived from traditional re-
lational queries and 3) relation-to-stream, which includes operators that produce
a stream from a relation.
Each of these systems is able to perform continuous SQL-based queries on streams
of data as it flows through the system. However, these are standalone, single machine
systems which are not capable of scaling up, limiting their use for large dataflows.
Further, the design of the systems is not very robust or configurable, limiting the
applications for which they can be used. The database-centric development results in
SQL-based applications, which is not very general or applicable to many streaming
applications, where users require a general programming model for more expressive
and configurable use-cases.
Second generation stream processing systems
The second generation systems were built upon the characteristics of the first generation
systems, but advanced in robustness and fault tolerance. Examples of the second
generation include: Aurora* , Medusa, Borealis, System S and SPADE, described in
more detail as follows.
Aurora* and Medusa
The Aurora* and Medusa projects (Cetintemel, 2003; Cherniack et al., 2003)
extend Aurora to create a distributed workflow by connecting together multiple
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Aurora workflows, using an overlay network, in a distributed environment. Au-
rora* is designed to connect hosts within the same organisation which have a
shared QoS objective, while Medusa works in environments where the hosts be-
long to different organisations which may have different QoS targets. The Aurora
optimiser is extended for these distributed environments, enabling cross-site op-
timisation and load balancing. In Aurora*, hosts freely share the load with each
other, preventing a single host from becoming over-burdened. Medusa adopts
a bounded-price mechanism for load balancing, where offline pairwise contracts
specify the price for migrating each task, and the set of tasks a host is willing
to execute on behalf of its partner. At run-time a host will compare the cost
of processing a task locally and the price it would have to pay a partner host
to execute the same task, opting for the lowest cost solution (Balazinska et al.,
2004). For reliability, Aurora* and Medusa use an upstream backup server to
hold a copy of each tuple until the main server confirms the tuple was processed
successfully (Hwang et al., 2003).
Borealis
Borealis (Abadi et al., 2005; Cetintemel et al., 2016) builds on previous work by
using Aurora as the core stream processing engine on each node, and Medusa
as the distribution framework. This functionality is extended with the ability to
distribute query processing across multiple nodes, and an improved load balance
which can move operators across nodes and drop tuples if a node becomes over-
loaded. Borealis runs redundant query replicas on each node in order to be fault
tolerant and achieve high availability. Further, a revision processing mechanism
allows the system to handle errors in the input tuples by recovering previous
query results.
System S
System S (Jain et al., 2006; Amini et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2007) is a large-
scale distributed data stream processing middleware developed at the IBM T.
J. Watson Research Center. It supports both structured and unstructured data
streams and can scale up to a large number of nodes. Processing is performed
by basic operators, called Processing Elements (PEs), which are connected in
a graph (Babcock et al., 2002). Ports are streams which connect PEs using
one of two types of connectivity, hard-coded or implicit links. Hard-coded links
explicitly define which PE input port is connected to which output port of another
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PE. Implicit links dynamically link PE, which provides support for incremental
application development and deployment.
SPADE
SPADE (Gedik et al., 2008; Andrade et al., 2011) is the declarative stream pro-
cessing engine for System S, as well as the name of the language used to program
applications for the system. It provides an intermediate language for constructing
parallel and distributed dataflow graphs, which is incorporated into an applica-
tion development front-end for System S. SPADE supports the basic relational
operators and windowing, which is able to be extended to process list types and
vectorised operations. User defined operators can also be used, which has allowed
a number of adapters to be developed for ingesting data from outside sources.
While these systems have made some advances over the first generation systems,
they are still heavily SQL-based which restrict the potential use-cases and types of
analysis they are able to perform. Further, the limited robustness and scalability mean
these streaming applications cannot support large-scale, distributed deployments.
Third generation stream processing systems (Cloud-based)
The most recent, third generation systems operate within a cloud computing envi-
ronment, which are not only robust, but more scalable than the previous genera-
tions (Dinsmore, 2016). They are also much more configurable, allowing users to
develop and deploy their own operators, allowing the streaming applications to work
across more varied domains. Examples of third generation stream processing systems
include: Apache Storm, Apache S4, Apache Samza, Apache Apex, Apache Flink and
Apache Spark Streaming, described in more detail as follows.
Apache Storm
Apache Storm5 is an open source, distributed, scalable, low-latency computing
system, originally developed at BackType. The PEs in Storm are user defined
operators, written in programming languages such as Java. This provides the
user with fine controls over the operation and processing performed in each PE.
Multiple concurrent instances of each PE can be run, providing parallel execu-
tions. Each PE is either a source or compute unit, which are connected in a
DAG, where stream grouping defines how each task within a PE communicates
5https://storm.apache.org/
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with the connected PEs tasks. Scalability is achieved by running a master node,
which distributes tasks to each worker node for execution. The master node
is also responsible for monitoring and restarting any worker nodes which fail,
providing fault tolerance. Reliability is achieved by replaying the tuples when
failures occur. In this thesis, we have implemented our scheduling algorithms in
Storm and provide further details about Storm in Chapter 5.
Apache S4
Apache S4 (Simple Scalable Streaming System) (Neumeyer et al., 2010) is a fully
distributed real-time stream processing framework, developed by Yahoo. It is
inspired by the key, value pair based programming model of MapReduce. PEs
are user defined operators specifying how to process events, which are connected
together in a dynamic network, forming a DAG. Each PE is assigned a key
attribute which determines the keys processed by the PE, where each event in
the system is identified by a key. These keys are used to route the events to PEs
by applying a hash function to each event, ensuring all events for a specific key
are routed to that exact PE each time. S4 uses checkpointing for fault tolerance,
and failure recovery. When a node fails, the tasks will be restarted on a new
node based on the state saved in the latest checkpoint, meaning that any events
processed since the last checkpoint will be lost.
Apache Samza
Apache Samza6 is a stream processing system, originally developed by LinkedIn.
It is run on top of YARN and Kafka7 where YARN is used for the execution
environment and Kafka for message brokering. Samza allows users to define PEs,
which YARN distributes and executes across the multi-node cluster. YARN is
responsible for managing CPU and memory usage across the multi-tenant cluster,
as well as providing system monitoring, logging and fault tolerance. Kafka is
used to distribute messages between PEs, where the topic partitioning in Kafka
controls the flow of topics to specific PEs. Samza is able to recover failed tasks,
by leveraging the messages stored on disk by Kafka. Further, YARN is used to
manage fault tolerance, logging, resource isolation, security, and locality. Such
a deployment configuration is similar to Hadoop MapReduce, which provides a





Apache Apex8 is a streaming and batch processing engine originally developed
by DataTorrent. It is based upon the idea of leveraging existing distributed
frameworks, and not building yet another system. As such, it runs on top of
YARN and HDFS, where YARN is used for resource scheduling and management,
while HDFS provides a distributed file system. Apex provides the processing
engine, which specifies how the user defined PEs are run, while YARN handles the
distribution of the PEs to nodes. Failure recovery is performed by checkpointing,
allowing a previous state to be recovered in the event of a node crashing. To
further improve the speed of application development, Apex comes with Malhar, a
library of pre-built operators for data sources and destinations of popular message
buses, file systems, and databases.
Apache Flink
Apache Flink9 is an open source stream processing framework, developed at TU
Berlin. It is also able to perform batch processing by treating the streams as a spe-
cial bounded stream with a finite number of elements. The PEs are user defined
operators, which can contain a number of operator sub-tasks for parallelism. The
operator sub-tasks run independently of each other in separate threads, possibly
on different nodes. Flink is designed to run on large-scale, distributed clusters,
with support for a standalone cluster mode, YARN and Mesos resource man-
agers. Fault tolerance is implemented by a combination of stream replays and
checkpointing, where checkpoints provide a point for failure recovery in the event
of a node crashing. Stream replays allow the events for a dataflow to be replayed
while ensuring consistency is maintained with exactly-once processing.
Spark Streaming
Spark Streaming (Zaharia et al., 2012) is an extension of Spark which provides
scalable, high-throughput, stream processing. It receives live data streams, which
are split into micro-batches and processed by the Spark engine. The main ab-
straction provided by Spark Streaming are Discretized Streams or DStreams,
which represent a continuous stream of data. Internally, DStreams are made up
of a series of RDDs, which is the immutable data store used by Spark. This means


































as well as new time-based operations, such as sliding windows. Spark Streaming
can leverage Spark RDDs recovery mechanism for fault tolerance. Further, it
includes checkpointing to improve recovery performance, reducing the operations
to b replayed during recovery.
A comparison of the three different generations of DSPSs is presented in Table 2.1.
It is worth noting that SQL-based DSPSs cannot process semi-structured or unstruc-
tured data.
2.4.3 Lambda architecture
Lambda architecture (Marz and Warren, 2015) takes advantage of both batch and
stream processing frameworks to provide comprehensive results with a low latency
for ad hoc queries over the complete dataset. This is achieved by using the batch
processing system to provide accurate results for the time window covered by the last
batch operation, while the stream processing systems correct this lag, by processing
the data received since the last batch run.
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The Lambda architecture is split into three layers, the batch layer, the serving layer,
and the speed layer, as shown in Figure 2.4. The batch layer performs the long-running
batch processing jobs, precomputing views which are given to the serving layer. The
speed layer runs a stream processing engine to provide up-to-date views of the data as
it arrives. The serving layer takes these views from both the batch and speed layers,
and presents them to the user. This architecture allows users to receive comprehensive
results by running ad hoc queries over the views. Each layer is described as follows:
• Batch layer is used to store the immutable, large and growing dataset. This is
then made available to the batch processing engine for generating views based on
all of the data that has been stored up to the time of processing. This can be a
slow and time consuming process, depending on the volume of data and amount
of processing required. After each batch processing iteration, the existing views
in the serving layer are overwritten, ensuring comprehensive results. Apache
Hadoop is commonly used to implement the batch layer, using MapReduce as
the batch processing framework, and HDFS as the store for all of the data.
• Speed layer is used to compensate for the lag in data processing of the batch
layer by generating real-time views of the most recent data. These views only
contain data which supplements the views of the batch layer. The speed layer
incrementally generates views for the serving layer, as new real-time data is con-
tinuously received. Once the data is processed by the batch layer and received
by the serving layer, the corresponding data in the speed layer views will be dis-
carded. Stream processing engines, such as Apache Storm or Spark Streaming
are used to implement the speed layer.
• Serving layer stores the output from the batch and speed layers, which are indexed
and merged before being presented to the users as views for performing ad hoc
queries.
2.4.4 Event stream processing vs. complex event processing
So far we have looked at Event Stream Processing (ESP), but there are other ap-
proaches to even processing, such as Complex Event Processing (CEP). However, they
differ in a number of ways, including, background, intended use-cases, and the problems


































Figure 2.4: Lambda architecture (Marz and Warren, 2015)
queries on streams of incoming data to apply analytical functions to the event data (Et-
zion et al., 2011). Its applications include network monitoring and real-time search. In
comparison, complex event processing is used to extract information from a set of event
sources, from enterprise IT and business systems. By searching for patterns within mul-
tiple event sources, the relationship and complex interactions between events can be
extracted (Cugola and Margara, 2012). Its applications include monitoring service level
agreements and anomaly detection.10
Currently, few ESPs are able to use timing between events or Boolean combinations.
However, they are unable to evaluate more complex relationships between events, such
as causality or independence. Many of the current commercial applications of ESPs do
not require these more complex patterns. Going forward, as the uses of ESPs become
more sophisticated, it is expected that more of these CEP events will begin to be
incorporated into ESPs, creating more overlap between the two. Figure 2.5 shows the
relationship between ESP and CEP and their overlap. Further, ESP and CEP are
different as follows:
• Scalability—ESPs are designed to operate on parallel and distributed systems,
with hundreds of nodes, as opposed to CEPs which operate on two or fewer nodes.
• Queries—ESPs allow user to implement queries using programming languages.













Figure 2.5: Event processing approaches: ESP and CEP
support for many operators.
• Reliability—ESPs focus on reliably processing messages, replaying messages in
cases of failure. CEPs may discard events when failures occur, and continue
processing new events.
2.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described the characteristics and requirements of big data,
and how new processing systems are required to address the big data challenges. We
have also provided background on batch processing and three generations of stream
processing frameworks. In this thesis, we focus on task scheduling on data stream pro-
cessing systems. In the next chapter, we will discuss some existing work on scheduling
algorithms for batch and stream processing systems, outlining the different approaches





As described in Chapter 2, the two main big data processing frameworks are batch
processing and stream processing, which process static and dynamic data respectively.
Batch processing systems analyse static data, which is stored before being processed,
meaning it can handle large volumes of data. As the data is stored, it makes data
locality an important consideration for task scheduling, where tasks need to be placed
near the data in order to minimise the data transfers during analysis. In comparison,
DSPSs process dynamic data, on the fly, as it arrives in the system, without first being
stored. This in turn requires that the data is passed to the stored query. As the data
is constantly moving, it is important to locate related queries together to minimise the
data transfers during processing, to reduce latency.
To help highlight the differences in the scheduling approaches of each of these two
big data processing frameworks, we begin by presenting some of the main schedulers
for the most common batch processing system, Apache Hadoop. With this context, we
then outline the three main categories that stream processing schedulers fall within,
mathematical, graph-based approximation and heuristic, before describing the state-
of-the-art scheduling algorithms which adopt each of these approaches. After that,
we compare scheduling in other DAG-based systems with DSPSs. Finally, we discuss
the limitations of existing approaches and how we address them in this thesis, before
concluding the chapter.
3.1 Task scheduling in batch processing frameworks
One of the most important factors when scheduling tasks in a batch processing frame-
work is data locality, defined as the distance between the computation (task) and the
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input data (stored on a compute node). As these systems process large volumes of data,
distributed across clusters of compute nodes, the distance between the tasks and data
can impact performance. Therefore, by placing the computation near the input data,
preferably on the same compute node, fewer data transfers are required, improving
performance (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008; Rao and Reddy, 2012; Yoo and Sim, 2011;
Gautam et al., 2015). Scheduling algorithms that prioritise the assignment of tasks
near the data address the issue of data locality.
However, this is not the only consideration of scheduling policies. As the clusters
of compute nodes host multiple applications, there is a need to ensure that system
resources are shared between the running applications, such that no single application
will unfairly impact the execution of another application. System resources may be
shared equally among applications, or based on other metrics, such as priority, size, or
required execution time. Schedulers that prioritise the equitable distribution of system
resources ensure a ‘fair share of resources’ are assigned to each application. These
schedulers may also consider synchronisation, availability and resource utilisation. In
the following, we describe some of the schedulers used in Apache Hadoop, a popular
batch processing framework, which take data locality or fairness into account.
The default scheduler for Apache Hadoop is FIFO (First in First out) (Zaharia et al.,
2010), which assigns task in the order in which they arrive. When a map or reduce slot
becomes free, a heartbeat is sent to the scheduler indicating this. Then, the scheduler
picks the next job in the queue to run. Fair Scheduler (Zaharia, 2009a), developed by
Facebook, assigns resources to each job such that on average, each job gets an equal
share of the available resources. This policy lets short jobs finish in a reasonable time
while not leaving long-lived jobs to starve in the queue. Capacity Scheduler (Zaharia,
2009b), developed by Yahoo, is designed for multiple organisations sharing a large
cluster. It provides capacity guarantees for each queue and also elasticity which means
that unused capacity within a queue can be allocated to overloaded queues. This results
in an increased running efficiency and cluster utilisation.
LATE scheduler (Zaharia et al., 2008) addresses the problem of how to robustly
perform speculative execution to maximise performance. It detects a slow running task
and launches an equivalent task as backup. This improves the overall performance by
minimising the response time of a job when the backup task is able to finish earlier than
the original task. LATE uses a metric that computes the estimated time remaining,
which gives a clearer assessment of a straggling tasks’ impact on the overall job response
time.
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Table 3.1: A comparison of Hadoop schedulers




FIFO Scheduler × ×
Simple to use
and configure
Capacity Scheduler × X
Dedicated queues for
each organisation
Fair Scheduler × X
Short wait time for
small jobs
LATE Scheduler × X Speculative execution
Delay Scheduler X X
Relaxing fairness for
locality enhancement
Matchmaker Scheduler X X Prioritises local tasks
The above schedulers address fairness in Apache Hadoop and not data locality.
Delay scheduling (Zaharia et al., 2010) achieves data locality with a minimal impact
on fairness. When a job is scheduled to run next to satisfy fairness, the data locality
condition is checked. If there is no local task, i.e., a task which its input data is present,
it waits for a small amount of time, running other tasks. The idea in delay scheduling
is that by waiting, a slot with a local task might become free after a few seconds and
the data locality can improve performance.
Matchmaking scheduler (He et al., 2011) enhances the data locality by giving every
node a fair chance to pick local tasks before any non-local tasks are assigned to them,
using a locality marker. The scheduler relaxes the strict job ordering and keeps search-
ing until it finds a local task in the succeeding jobs. However, if a node cannot find
any local tasks, a non-local task is launched to avoid wasting resources in a heartbeat
interval, resulting in high resource utilisation. Table 3.1 provides a comparison of the
Hadoop schedulers, discussed in this section.
3.2 Task scheduling in data stream processing frame-
works
There is an extensive amount of research on scheduling in data stream processing sys-
tems with different optimisation goals. One important goal is providing communication
awareness, where a scheduler takes the communication between tasks into account. By
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placing highly communicating tasks on the same node, the overall inter-node commu-
nication can be reduced. Another goal is providing Quality of Service (QoS) where
specific tasks are prioritised. Other goals include load balancing, reliability through
message replication, maximising the resource utilisation of each node and optimising
the parallelism degree for each application. Generally, there are three main approaches
to tackle each optimisation problem (Chu et al., 1980): mathematical programming,
graph-based approximation and heuristics. In the following, we discuss a number of
scheduling algorithms which use different approaches to meet specific optimisation
goals.
Mathematical programming
In this approach, the scheduling problem is formulated as an optimisation problem
and solved using mathematical programming techniques. A number of different opti-
misation techniques have been proposed for scheduling, which includes integer linear
programming, and max-min fairness, among others. We present a selection of papers
which adopt different techniques in solving different optimisation goals.
Cardellini et al. (2016) formulate the optimal schedule using integer linear pro-
gramming. It considers the heterogeneity of the computing and networking resources,
finding the optimal solution for a small number of tasks. The resolution time of this
approach grows exponentially with the problem size, making it impractical for larger
problems. The same authors propose a model in (Cardellini et al., 2017) to find the
optimal number of replicas for an operator in a DSPS, which has the same scalability
problem.
Eidenbenz and Locher (2016) provide a theoretical analysis of task allocation and
prove its NP-hardness. They propose an approach to compute optimal resource as-
signments for each task, where the application graph is from the class of series-parallel
decomposable graphs. Their algorithm assumes that the computational cost of the
tasks dominates the communication cost, and achieve an approximate solution for re-
sources with uniform capacities and bandwidths.
SODA (Wolf et al., 2008) is an optimised scheduler designed for System S (Amini
et al., 2006). It models the placement of Processing Elements (PEs) on the processing
nodes for admitted jobs as a mixed integer programming problem. A heuristic approach
is used as backup, in case the optimal solution fails.
SQPR (Kalyvianaki et al., 2011) presents an optimisation model for query admis-
sion, allocation and reuse. If an optimal solution is not able to be found within a given
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time, the best solution up to that point will be used. While it does not guarantee an
optimal solution, the scheduling algorithm can find a schedule in a fixed amount of
time.
Jiang et al. (2016) propose a max-min fairness approach for scheduling multiple
streaming applications on a heterogeneous cluster, by formulating the problem as a
mixed 0-1 integer program. As this problem is NP-hard, they propose an approxi-
mate approach by converting the non-convex constraint into linear constraints using
linearisation and reformulation techniques.
DRS (Fu et al., 2015) finds the optimised number of tasks for each component, min-
imising the processing time for the input data. DRS models the relationship between
the number of tasks and response time, based on the theory of Jackson open queuing
networks. After finding the optimised number of tasks, a rebalance is run to distribute
the new number of tasks per operator across the cluster.
Wang et al. (2017) model the system as G/G/M priority queues using the Allen-
Cunneen formula to estimate the average end-to-end response times. They formulate
the resource allocation as an optimisation problem, with three cost functions: reducing
QoS violation, maximising CPU utilisation and minimising overhead. The state of
the underlying platform is continuously monitored and the allocation of resources is
periodically adjusted to achieve the optimisation goals.
Each of these mathematical techniques attempt to solve a different optimisation
goal. However, as the problem is NP-hard, many of these techniques rely on heuristic
methods as a fallback, in the event of being unable to find a solution within a feasible
amount of time. This is a key limitation of such approaches, where the intended method
of finding an optimal solution is not practical.
Graph-based approximation
In graph-based approximation approaches, the application graph is considered as a
DAG where vertices and edges represent tasks and the dataflow between tasks respec-
tively. Then, graph-based approximation techniques are used to tackle the scheduling
problem. For example, to reduce the inter-node communication, the vertices are as-
signed to compute nodes using graph algorithms such that the communication cost is
minimised. Quincy (Isard et al., 2009) for Dryad (Isard et al., 2007) maps the prob-
lem of task to worker assignment into a graph over which a min-cost flow algorithm is
used. It then minimises the cost of a model which includes data locality, fairness, and
starvation freedom.
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A commonly used method for finding groups of highly communicating tasks is to
partition the DAG, where each partition can then be assigned to a compute node.
COLA (Khandekar et al., 2009) in System S uses a graph partitioner to fuse multiple
PEs of a stream processing graph into bigger PEs in order to decrease inter-process
communication. Fischer and Bernstein (2015) propose a mapping of workload schedul-
ing to graph partitioning problem. Ghaderi et al. (2016) develop a dynamic stochastic
graph partitioning and packing method for allocating resources of graph-based stream-
ing applications. It also provides a tradeoff among average partitioning cost and average
queue lengths.
Caneill et al. (2016) take a more fine grained approach to graph partitioning, where
the aim is to partition the bipartite graph such that pairs of keys that appear together
frequently are in the same group. They analyse the correlation between keys used
in successive fields grouping, and explicitly map correlated keys to operator instances
executed on the same server. Hence, data tuples containing these keys can be passed
from one operator to the next through an address in memory, instead of copying the
data over the network. This has the advantage of being faster, and avoids the saturation
of the network infrastructure.
An alternative method of improving the performance of a streaming application is
to reduce the critical path when assigning tasks to nodes, thereby reducing the response
time. Such an approach is used in Re-Stream (Sun et al., 2015) where the critical path
of a data stream graph is identified, allowing the critical vertices on the critical path
to be reallocated, minimising the response time. It also consolidates the non-critical
vertices on the non-critical path to maximise energy efficiency.
Another approach to reduce the critical path is proposed in (Sun and Huang, 2016)
where an online scheduler achieves system stability with a makespan guarantee. First,
some relevant dynamic information, such as, the input rate of the data steam, and the
current available capacity of each compute node, needs to be collected. The new task
placement scheme is obtained through the dynamic critical path based on an earliest
finish time priority strategy.
In summary, by treating streaming applications as a graph, existing graph analy-
sis techniques can be applied to the problem of scheduling. Such techniques include
graph partitioning and critical path analysis, which mainly aim at reducing inter-node
communication. Having a global view of the application graph can help to better lo-
cate partitions of highly communicating tasks, when compared to some of the heuristic
approaches discussed in the next section.
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Heuristics
To work effectively, heuristic approaches make a number of simplifying assumptions
that can result in sub-optimal solutions. Despite this, they are useful when an optimal
solution is not essential, or when determining such an optimal solution would be too
time consuming (Abrams and Liu, 2006). A large number of heuristic approaches have
been proposed in the literature that are able to find efficient solutions in a timely
manner (Lakshmanan et al., 2008). In this section, we present a selection of heuristic
scheduling policies, and discuss the different approaches taken by each method.
Since older DSPSs were centralised with limited scalability, their optimisation goals
focused on reducing memory consumption and latency. In comparison, the third gen-
eration DSPS are highly scalable, operating across distributed nodes, which shifts the
focus of the optimisation goals towards node selection and assignment. For the sake of
completeness, we discuss the schedulers within three early DSPSs Aurora, STREAM
and Borealis, before focusing on the scheduling algorithms proposed for current cloud
based DSPSs.
The global scheduler in STREAM (Arasu et al., 2003) controls the execution of
query plans using a simple round-robin heuristic to select an operator to execute.
Then, an operator specific procedure is called which passes the maximum number of
input tuples, able to be processed, to the operator, returning control to the scheduler
to select the next operator.
Aurora (Abadi et al., 2003) uses a heuristic schedule to select which operator to
execute by finding the first downstream operator whose queue is in memory. It will
then consider other upstream operators, continuing until reaching an operator with no
queue in memory, or no operators remain. This results in a sequence of operators, able
to be scheduled one after the other.
Borealis uses a heuristic algorithm (Xing et al., 2005) for load balancing by min-
imising the variation in load across the nodes. Each node and operator store load
statistics in time-series, which is used to score the pairing of operator and node. Based
on these scores, a greedy approach is used to select the pair with the highest score for
assignment. A problem with this algorithm is that it assumes a high level of network
bandwidth and that any delays in network transfers are negligible.
These heuristic scheduling methods were designed for centralised traditional stream
processing systems. Current cloud-based DSPS schedulers should distribute the tasks
across a large cluster while achieving specific optimisation goals such as minimising
inter-node communication, minimising latency, load balancing, etc.
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EvenScheduler is the native scheduler in Apache Storm1, a popular cloud based
DSPS, which uses a simple round-robin strategy to evenly allocate tasks to compute
nodes. EvenScheduler has two phases. In the first phase, the tasks are assigned to
worker processes using a simple round-robin heuristic. In the second phase, the workers
are evenly assigned to worker nodes. This has the advantage of being easy to implement,
and is load balanced as tasks are evenly allocated to compute nodes. However, it is
offline and ignores the communication patterns between tasks.
One of the most commonly adopted optimisation goals is the minimisation of inter-
node communication. That is, by assigning highly communicating tasks to the same
node, the communication between nodes will be reduced, improving performance. This
is especially important on current, cloud-based DSPSs which are highly scalable, where
a large number of nodes may be used. In the following, we discuss a number of proposed
scheduling policies with this as the optimisation goal.
Aniello et al. (2013) propose a static, offline graph analysis method that derives a
partial order of the components of a streaming application based on their connectivity.
It then places the tasks of each operator within the same node as those of the adjacent
operator. However, such a linear set is incapable of representing the entire streaming
application communication pattern. Additionally, offline analysis cannot identify the
amount of communication between tasks.
To address this inability to use run-time values, Aniello et al. (2013) also propose an
online scheduler (that we refer to as OLS in this thesis). OLS monitors the data transfer
rate between communicating tasks, CPU load and memory usage at the beginning of
execution. These values are used to minimise the inter-worker and inter-node traffic,
through a best fit greedy approach. First, communicating pairs of tasks are iterated
over in descending order of tuple transfer rate. If none of the tasks in the pair have been
assigned, they are placed in the least-loaded worker. If one or both tasks have been
assigned before, a set is built to evaluate the inter-worker traffic of assigning to either
one of the hosting or least loaded worker. The worker with minimum inter-worker
traffic is selected. The same procedure is applied when assigning workers to worker
nodes. Communicating workers are iterated over in descending order of the tuple
transfer rate between them. A set is built from the least-loaded node and the nodes
hosting the workers, which is evaluated to find the node assignment which minimises
the inter-node traffic. However, this approach inspects each task pair in isolation and
cannot see all the communications between tasks, therefore some communicating task
1https://storm.apache.org/
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pairs might end up in different nodes. Additionally, the nodes are not fully utilised as
the algorithm tends to use all of the nodes in the cluster.
The limitations of a task pair view is improved in (Chatzistergiou and Viglas, 2014)
which uses a different heuristic approach to inspect communicating groups of tasks
instead of task pairs. It defines a metric for two communicating tasks, called relative
significance, which is calculated as the data transfer rate between the tasks over the
sum of tasks’ load. The nodes are sorted based on capacity and the communicating
groups of tasks are sorted based on relative significance. Using a greedy approach, a
group pair is selected to be assigned to the node with the highest remaining capacity.
However, the nodes are not fully utilised, because this approach has a tendency to
spread the groups of tasks across the cluster as a result of inspecting each group pair
in isolation.
To better consolidate the cluster nodes and fully utilise the resources, Peng et al.
(2015) propose R-Storm,2 an offline resource-aware scheduler, which considers the CPU,
memory and bandwidth requirements of each task, as specified by the user. It then
deals with the scheduling as a 3D knapsack problem. However, the need for users to
provide such detailed task requirements beforehand might not always be a practical or
convenient solution.
Similarly, T-Storm (Xu et al., 2014) fully utilises each node by filling it to capacity.
The algorithm sorts all of the tasks in descending order of their incoming and outgoing
load. Then, it assigns tasks to available nodes using a bin packing approach, where
nodes are sorted by capacity. Each node in T-Storm can only have one worker in order
to remove inter-process traffic between workers. However, when assigning tasks to the
node, each task’s total load is considered separately and the traffic rate between tasks
is ignored.
Similar to T-Storm, D-Storm (Liu and Buyya, 2017) schedules tasks using bin
packing, where tasks are prioritised based on a formula which weights tasks by their
newly introduced and potential intra-node communication. Tasks are then assigned, in
descending order of priority, using First Fit Decreasing (FFD) heuristic , which places
them in the first node with sufficient capacity.
For a more dynamic scheduler, which adapts to each workload type, Rychlỳ et al.
(2015) profile each application and assign tasks based upon the dominant resource, i.e.,
tasks that heavily use the CPU are assigned to nodes with the largest CPU capacity,
while graphic-intensive tasks are placed on nodes with powerful GPUs.
2Available in the last release of Apache Storm
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Another consideration during scheduling is to optimise the parallelism degree, that
is, the number of parallel tasks used for each operator. Such an approach is taken
by Li et al. (2017) who propose a dynamic optimisation algorithm based on the theory
of constraints which adjusts the number of tasks for each operator to eliminate per-
formance bottlenecks at run-time. They first calculate the capacity of each operator
and analyse the message processing queue congestion degree to determine an applica-
tion’s performance bottleneck. Then, they change the number of tasks per operator
accordingly to mitigate the bottleneck, improving performance.
Mayer et al. (2015) ensure a high degree of parallelism by using a pattern-sensitive
stream partitioning model. This model predicts the workload distribution and its pa-
rameters using a mix of matching the distribution moments and the maximum likeli-
hood methods. The parallelism degree is dynamically adapted utilising queuing theory.
Shukla and Simmhan (2018) break the problem of task scheduling into two parts.
First, they determine the degree of parallelism for each task, where a task contains
threads, such that enough threads are allocated to handle the task’s peak throughput.
Second, the threads are grouped and assigned together, which maximises the peak event
rate, while minimising interference from other tasks, ensuring predictable performance.
The optimisation goal of (Pietzuch et al., 2006) and (Rizou et al., 2010) is to
minimise the network usage. They both use a latency space as the search space to find
the optimal placements in a distributed way. The former is based on the physical model
of springs where a spring relaxation technique is used to find operator placement in the
virtual nodes in the cost space and then the closest physical nodes to these solutions
are found. The latter iteratively finds an optimal virtual node for each operator in
the latency space, based on the Weber problem, which is then mapped to a physical
node. Similar to (Pietzuch et al., 2006), Cardellini et al. (2015) optimise scheduling by
using a spring based formulation to search a 4-dimensional cost-space including latency,
throughput, utilisation and availability.
In systems with limited resources, it can be desirable to prioritise specific tasks
or operators. For example, Bellavista et al. (2014) propose priority-based resource
scheduling for flow-graph based distributed stream processing systems. In their ap-
proach, application developers augment flow-graphs with priority metadata. Then, the
way stream tuples are delivered to operators input queues is dynamically modified in
order to dispatch data destined to important operators with higher priority than those
destined to less important ones.
Similarly, Chakraborty and Majumdar (2017) propose a method to schedule mul-
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tiple streaming applications in a resource constrained cluster such that no application
suffers from starvation. First, all the applications are assigned the same default prior-
ity value. The priority of an application may change at run-time if predefined trigger
conditions occur. In this case, a new schedule is generated where the higher priority
applications get a higher proportion of resources.
Many of the scheduling techniques only respond to changes in the resource utilisa-
tion during execution. This can put them at a disadvantage for systems which have
high degrees of variation. One method of addressing this challenge is to predict future
resource utilisation and requirements, which allows the scheduler to be more proactive
in assigning system resources.
For example, Buddhika et al. (2017) propose a method for predicting the expected
arrival time and resource utilisation of a stream computation. These predictions are
derived from time-series analysis and are stored in a proposed data structure, called a
prediction ring. The predicted values are then used to calculate an interference score,
which identifies the computations that are most likely to be impacted by interference.
This can guide scheduling by evaluating which machines are best suited to run each
computation.
Balkesen et al. (2013) assign input streams to nodes based on a prediction of the
workload’s future behaviour and meta-data, provided by the user and stream par-
titioning. Holt-Winters forecasting technique is used in the model which is a type of
exponential smoothing. Then, heuristic Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) bin-packing is used
to partition the input streams across as few nodes as possible.
Li et al. (2015, 2016) use Support Vector Regression with feature selections of CPU,
memory, thread and machine workload and co-location to predict latency. Then, their
greedy scheduling algorithm uses the predicted latency, to minimise the average tuple
processing time. It starts with an initial solution and keeps improving it by adjusting
task assignment to achieve its goal.
Hidalgo et al. (2017) proposes an adaptive stream processing system that reacts
to short-term and mid-term changes in the processing graph. In the short-term, the
algorithm responds to peaks in traffic, while in the mid-term, statistical information
from the operators is used in a markov chain model to predict future traffic.
To respond to changes in load on-demand, some schedulers integrate elasticity meth-
ods, allowing them to dynamically adjust the scale of the deployment. Stela (Xu et al.,
2016) proposes a method for seamless on-demand elasticity. It defines a new metric
called ETP per operator/component or machine. To scale-out, Stela calculates ETP
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per operator, which identifies the operators that are congested or affect throughput
because of reaching a large number of sink operators. Then, the level of parallelism for
that operator is increased in order to give more resources to that operator. To scale-in,
the user specifies the number of machines to be removed and Stela calculates ETP per
machine, before selecting the best machines to remove and deciding where to migrate
the operators.
Sun et al. (2018) propose an elastic online scheduling framework for multiple online
applications, which minimises system response time, guarantees application fairness,
and achieves high elasticity in big data stream computing environments. Data stream
graph is scheduled with a priority-based earliest finish time first elastic online schedul-
ing strategy to minimise system response time. Multiple graphs are scheduled with
a max–min fairness-based multiple DAGs scheduling strategy to guarantee fairness
subject to the constraint of response time.
Additionally, techniques such as meta heuristics can be used to improve task place-
ment. For example, Smirnov et al. (2017) use a genetic algorithm to model the assign-
ment as an evolutionary process. Performance statistics from each assignment are used
as the measure of fitness for the evolution. The results show an improvement when
compared to greedy heuristics.
TCEP (Luthra et al., 2018) proposes a scheduler which adapts to changes in the
environment and desired QoS by choosing between multiple placement mechanisms.
As a single placement mechanism may not handle these changes, a lightweight genetic
algorithm model is used to determine the best operator placement, improving QoS. The
algorithm allows for seamless transitions between the operator placement mechanism
at run-time.
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Table 3.2: A comparison of DSPSs schedulers
Scheduling algorithm Solution approach Optimisation goal Dynamic Heterogeneity
Aniello et al. (2013) Best fit Inter-node communication X X












Chatzistergiou and Viglas (2014) Task grouping Inter-node communication X X
Fischer and Bernstein (2015) Graph partitioning Inter-node communication X ×
Ghaderi et al. (2016)
Dynamic graph
Resource utilisation X X
partitioning
Rychlỳ et al. (2015)
Benchmarking
Workload balancing X ×
applications
DRS (Fu et al., 2015)
Jackson open
Resource utilisation X X
queuing networks
Cardellini et al. (2015) Searching a cost space QoS Metrics X X
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Caneill et al. (2016)
Finding correlations
Inter-node communication X X
between the keys




Shukla and Simmhan (2018)
Peak throughput
Parallelism degree X X
prediction
Li et al. (2017)
Queue congestion
Parallelism degree X X
analysis
Buddhika et al. (2017) Time-series analysis Resource utilisation X X




TCEP (Luthra et al., 2018)
Hybrid with a lightweight
QoS metrics X X
genetic algorithm
Smirnov et al. (2017) Genetic algorithm Resource utilisation X X
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Table 3.2 provides a comparison of some of the schedulers presented above. For
each of the related works, the optimisation goal is what the algorithm is trying to
achieve and the solution approach is the method used to reach this goal. The dynamic
column refers to whether the scheduling algorithm dynamically adapts to the changes
in the traffic or operates statically. The heterogeneity indicates if the algorithm works
on heterogeneous or homogeneous clusters.
3.3 Workflow scheduling in cloud and grid computing
While workflows may initially appear similar to DAGs in DSPSs, there are some im-
portant differences. Workflows are often used to model a wide range of distributed
applications, which are described by a DAG, where computational tasks are vertices
and the data or control dependency between tasks are the directed edges. This is differ-
ent to DAG-based streaming application as the precedence in a streaming DAG is not
of concern as they deal with pipelined processing and unbounded streams of data. Fur-
ther, how each system handles data locality is different: workflow schedulers may place
tasks near any data stored on disk, whereas streaming applications do not store data,
and assign tasks based on their communication pattern, i.e., highly communicating
tasks are place on the same node.
Workflow scheduling policies for clusters, grids and the cloud, distribute tasks across
the available resources, such that the execution satisfies specific requirements (Yu et al.,
2008). The selection of a schedule has a significant impact on the performance of the
system including CPU utilisation, load balancing, system usage, queuing time and
throughput (Xhafa and Abraham, 2008).
There are two main types of workflow scheduling policy: heuristic and QoS-based.
Heuristic based workflow scheduling attempts to minimise the makespan of the work-
flow application, where the makespan determines the time taken to execute the ap-
plication. QoS-based scheduling policies assign the workflow to resources such that a
required service level is met, satisfying user constraints based on either time or cost.
Although the optimisation goals, such as increasing throughput and load balancing,
may appear to be the same in workflows and streaming applications, the heuristic




So far, we have described different scheduling approaches for stream processing sys-
tems, where each algorithm is based upon varying sets of assumptions and optimisation
goals. In this research, we design schedulers that reduce latency and improve system
throughput, which can be achieved with an optimisation goal of reducing inter-node
communication and by fully utilising compute nodes. To reduce the inter-node com-
munication, highly communicating tasks should be assigned to the same node, which
will reduce the amount of data needing to be moved across the nodes. This can be
further helped by prioritising the use of higher capacity nodes within a heterogeneous
cluster as this will further reduce the number of nodes required.
Existing task schedulers have a number of limitations. Firstly, by not fully utilis-
ing nodes, more nodes will be used than necessary, which will increase the inter-node
communication. Secondly, many of the schedulers are not designed for heterogeneous
clusters meaning they may not take advantage of higher capacity nodes or adequately
share system resources when not all resources are available. Thirdly, by operating of-
fline, they are not capable of responding to dynamic changes in the workload and traffic
patterns. Finally, many schedulers take a task-pair view, where they only consider pairs
of tasks during assignment, which can result in highly communicating groups of tasks
being distributed across nodes, increasing inter-node communication.
In the following chapters, we describe our three algorithms which take a broader
view of the application graph to find groups of highly communicating tasks, which
are then assigned to the same compute node, reducing inter-node communication. By
sizing each group relative to the capacity of each node, we are further able to ensure
each node is fully utilised. We compare our three schedulers to two of the most cited,
open source schedulers, R-Storm (Peng et al., 2015) and OLS (Aniello et al., 2013),
which have the same optimisation goal of reducing inter-node communication. R-Storm
uses offline, 3D knapsack algorithm to consolidate the number of compute nodes used,
improving resource utilisation, and reducing inter-node communication. OLS, assigns
task pairs to nodes in descending order of communication rate using a best fit approach,
which places highly communicating task pairs together in order to reduce inter-node
communication. Our experiments will evaluate the latency and throughput of each
scheduling algorithm, and will demonstrate the improvements that can be made by
taking a broader view of the task graph and fully utilising compute nodes.
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3.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented the state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms for stream
processing systems, which take one of three main approaches: mathematical, graph-
based approximation and heuristic. We further highlighted the main optimisation goals
of each scheduler, before outlining the main limitations of these approaches. Finally,
we outlined what our optimisation goals are and how we intend to address some of the




System model and problem statement
In this chapter, we first present a system model for a DAG-based data stream process-
ing system. Then, we describe our optimisation goal in the scheduling problem and
formulate it as an optimisation problem. Further, we discuss the limitations of such
formulations in practice and conclude the chapter.
4.1 System model
Data stream processing systems such as Apache S4 (Neumeyer et al., 2010), Flink1,
Storm2 and Twitter Heron (Kulkarni et al., 2015) are designed to process large volumes
of data, at high velocity, as it flows through the system.
Streaming applications provide real-time analysis of data streams, with a common
example being the top trending topics on Twitter, previously introduced in Chapter 1,
which provides insights into what is being tweeted about at a given time. Each of the
streaming frameworks represent applications as a DAG, shown as G = (V,E). Each
vertex vi in V represents an operator, and each edge ej in E represents the dataflow
between two operators communicating with each other, where data flows through the
system without being stored. The weight on each edge represents the communication
rate, where variations in the communication rate are shown by corresponding changes
in the edge weight.
An operator can either be a source or a computation unit. A source operator reads
in external data and emits it as a stream into the streaming application. Computa-
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Figure 4.1: Operator-view of a streaming application
unit, before emitting the results to another computational unit. Figure 4.1 shows the
operator-view graph of the top trending topics streaming application. From this fig-
ure, it can be seen that it has a linear layout with one source and three computational
operators, where an edge connects two operators communicating with each other. In
the top trending tweets application, the Emit topics operator reads tweets from the
Twitter API, before sending them to the Rolling count operator, which counts the
number of occurrences of each tweet. The counts are then sent to the Intermediate
Rank operator, where each task finds the top 10 trending tweets for a specified time
window. These intermediate rankings are then sent to the Final Rank operator, which
aggregates the values from all of the tasks into a final rank of the top tweets.
Each operator in a streaming application has one or more tasks, where each task is
an executing instance of the operator’s code. This allows each task within an operator
to perform the same computation on different data streams, providing parallelism.
The number of tasks can be specified by the developer of the streaming application
and changed during run-time to respond to variations in the workload from changes in
the input rate, if required.
When more than one task is used in an operator, stream grouping,3 indicates how
the tasks of the emitting operator are connected to the tasks of the receiving operator,
and how the stream is partitioned among the receiving tasks. In a communicating
operator pair (A,B), the communication between a task in operator A and a task in
operator B can be shown as a connected edge, resembling a bipartite graph.
For example, Figure 4.2 shows the task-view graph of the top trending topics stream-
ing application, previously shown in Figure 4.1. From the figure, it can be seen that
operators A, B, C and D have 5, 9, 4 and 1 tasks respectively. It can also be seen
that the tasks of every two communicating operators are fully connected due to the

























(b) One possible optimal task placement
Figure 4.3: A simple DAG application and one possible optimal task placement
4.2 Problem statement
Each vertex and edge in the task-view graph is weighted by the task load and data
transfer rate between the two communicating tasks respectively. We define the schedul-
ing problem as mapping the vertices in the task-view graph to a set of compute nodes
with different capacities, such that the sum of the inter-node edge weights is minimised
and the sum of the vertex weights does not exceed the capacity of a given node. In
other words, the DAG should be divided into a number of parts, where each part is
sized relative to the capacity of the respective node, to fully utilise each node, while
minimising the sum of edge weights between compute nodes, which reduces inter-node
communication. This problem has been proven to be NP-hard (Gary and Johnson,
1983; Srivastava et al., 2005; Eidenbenz and Locher, 2016) due to the large search
space and computational complexity.
3http://storm.apache.org/releases/current/Concepts.html
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R(ti, tj) data transfer rate between ti and tj
L(ti) load of ti
ni node i
N Node set
C(ni) available capacity of ni
xi,u Placement of ti on nu
T ′i All of the tasks assigned to ni
yi,j Inter-node communication between ti and tj
Cost(i, j) Communication cost between ti and tj
Similar to (Chatzistergiou and Viglas, 2014; Cardellini et al., 2016), the optimal
scheduling problem is formulated as follows. It is assumed that ti and tj are two
communicating tasks in the task set T and R(ti, tj) is the data transfer rate between
these two tasks. L(ti) indicates the load of task ti, ni represents node i in the node set
N , and C(ni) is the available capacity of ni. Table 4.1 shows the notation used in the
problem formulation.
In order to represent the allocation of ti on nu, a placement matrix x is defined
such that:
xi,u =
1 if task ti is assigned to nu0 otherwise (4.1)
In order to formulate whether two tasks, ti and tj are on the same node or different






xi,u × xj,v for u 6= v (4.2)
The problem of minimising data movement between the communicating tasks in an









L(tj) < C(ni) ∀ni ∈ N (4.4)
|N |∑
u=1
xi,u = 1 ∀i ∈ T (4.5)
The limitations in 4.4 and 4.5 ensure that the capacity of a node is not exceeded and
each task is assigned to only one node. It is worth noting that matrix y is symmetric
and only i < j is considered in Formula 4.3.
In the following, we provide an example to demonstrate the optimisation problem
formulated above. Figure 4.3a shows an example DAG application, with 5 tasks that
communicate with each other. We assume a task load of 1 for each task and a commu-
nication rate of 1 to simplify this example. These tasks are to be assigned to 2 nodes,









where each row represents a task and each column shows a node. An entry xiu shows
the placement of task i on node u.
The Inter-node communication matrix y for all 5 taks, found by Formula 4.2, shows
all of the possible task placements as follows:
y =

0 x11∗x22+x21∗x12 x11∗x32+x31∗x12 x11∗x42+x41∗x12 x11∗x52+x51∗x12
x11∗x22+x21∗x12 0 x21∗x32+x31∗x22 x21∗x42+x41∗x22 x21∗x52+x51∗x22
x11∗x32+x31∗x12 x21∗x32+x31∗x22 0 x31∗x42+x41∗x32 x31∗x52+x51∗x32
x11∗x42+x41∗x12 x21∗x42+x41∗x22 x31∗x42+x41∗x32 0 x41∗x52+x51∗x42
x11∗x52+x51∗x12 x21∗x52+x51∗x22 x31∗x52+x51∗x32 x41∗x52+x51∗x42 0

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For example, entry y12 shows the inter-node communication between task 1 and
task 2, which is a result of either, task 1 being placed on node 1 and task 2 on node 2
or task 1 on node 2 and task 2 on node 1. Note that if both tasks are placed on the
same node, there is no inter-node communication between them. As the data transfer
rate is 1, the communication cost matrix, previously formulated in Formula 4.3 is the
same as y. This problem can be given to the optimisation software with the limitations,
given in Formulas 4.4 and 4.5, that the capacity of 3 tasks per node is not exceeded
and that a task is only assigned to one node. Figure 4.3b shows one possible optimal
solution, with an inter-node communication cost of 3, illustrated by the arrows.
4.3 Conclusion
While it is possible to formulate the problem of optimally scheduling tasks onto a set
of nodes, it has been proven to be NP-hard, which means it is only feasible to find
a solution for small problem sizes. However, as the problem size grows, it becomes
impractical to find the optimal solution because of the increased computational com-
plexity. To overcome this practical limitation of an optimal scheduler, there is a need
for a heuristic approach to find a near optimal schedule in real-time. In this thesis, we
propose three heuristic scheduling algorithms, described in later chapters, which can




Apache Storm (Toshniwal et al., 2014) is an open-source, real-time, distributed, scalable
and reliable data stream processing framework. Because of these characteristics, it
has been of interest in industry for processing streams of unbounded data and an
area of research in academia. A significant amount of work on scheduling in data
stream processing systems has been implemented in Storm, because the framework
provides a plugin scheduler, allowing users to write their own custom scheduler. This
work includes two popular and most cited DSPS schedulers that have been chosen for
comparison in this thesis.
It is for these reasons that we use the Storm framework throughout this thesis to
implement our proposed schedulers and perform our experiments. For the sake of com-
pleteness, we provide a detailed background on the Storm architecture, its components
and the default scheduler.
5.1 A Storm cluster
A Storm cluster consists of three types of nodes: the master node, worker/compute
nodes and ZooKeeper nodes.
• The master node has a daemon called Nimbus that is responsible for scheduling
the tasks, assigning them to worker nodes and also monitoring tasks’ execution.
• A worker node has a daemon named Supervisor, which starts and stops the
tasks assigned by Nimbus on the worker node. Each worker node is configured
with a number of ports or slots, where each slot can host a worker process, and
each such worker process is an independent JVM. Each JVM is used to run a
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Figure 5.1: Storm architecture
number of tasks. Worker nodes contain more than one JVM so as to ensure
reliable execution, as the failure of one task within a JVM will cause the entire
JVM to restart, disrupting the execution of all the tasks running on that JVM.
• ZooKeeper nodes coordinate the communication between the master and worker
nodes, with the number of ZooKeeper nodes depending on the scale of the cluster.
Figure 5.1 presents an overview of the Storm architecture.
5.2 A Storm application and its components
A streaming application in Storm is called a topology. It is a DAG where the vertices
represent operators or components and the edges indicate the data flow or streams.
There are two types of components in Storm: spouts and bolts.
A spout is the source of a data stream and emits data, while a bolt is the compu-
tational unit used to process the data, before emitting new data to the next bolt in
the DAG. A stream is defined as an unbounded sequence of tuples where a tuple is
a named list of values. Each component in Storm consists of a number of executors
that can be run in parallel. In other words, each executor is an executing instance
of the component’s code that can be run in parallel with other executors of the same
component. A Storm user specifies the number of executors per component and tasks
per executor when developing the Storm topology. By default, there is one task per
executor. As the number of tasks remains fixed during execution, it could be useful to
have more than one task per executor, so that when new nodes are added to a clus-
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ter, new executors can be created which are then assigned some of the existing tasks,
increasing the parallelism degree for the running topology.
An executor is run inside a worker process, where multiple executors can run in a
worker process and there can be multiple worker processes per node. The relationship
between task, executor, worker process, and worker node can be seen in Figure 5.1.
When a topology, consisting of spouts and bolts, is submitted to a Storm cluster, the
tasks are grouped into a number of worker processes, where each node runs multiple
worker processes.
5.3 Stream grouping
For every two communicating components, each having multiple tasks, Storm needs to
determine which tasks of the receiving component should receive which stream coming
from the emitting component. This is called stream grouping,1 which controls the flow
of the stream between tasks. The most common stream groupings are discussed in the
following list. More stream groupings can be found in the Storm documentation.
• Shuffle grouping: The target task in the component receiving a tuple is selected
randomly such that each task of this component receives on average the same
number of tuples emitted by the source component.
• Fields grouping: The target task in the component receiving a tuple is selected
based on a specific field in the tuple such that the tuples with the same value for
that specific field go to the same task.
• Global grouping: The entire stream goes to the task with the lowest ID in the
component receiving a tuple.
• Direct grouping: It is decided by the emitting component, the producer of the
stream, which task of the receiving component should receive the stream.
• All grouping: All tasks in the receiving component receive the tuples.
To explain the concept of stream grouping, we use the word count topology in
Figure 5.2 as an example. This topology consists of three components: C1, C2 and
C3. Each component has two executors, each of which has only one task. C1 emits
the sentences to C2 which splits the sentences into words. C3 receives the words from
1http://storm.apache.org/releases/current/Concepts.html
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Figure 5.2: A Storm word count topology
C2 and counts the number of occurrences of each word. The stream grouping for C1
and C2 uses a shuffle grouping in order to partition the streams equally among C2’s
tasks. But for C2 and C3, a fields grouping is used so that each word goes to a specific
task based on its content. This ensures a complete view of the number of occurrences
of each word at any time.
5.4 Storm default scheduler
The default Storm scheduler, EventScheduler, uses a round-robin algorithm to dis-
tribute the tasks across the cluster. The default scheduler iterates over the list of tasks
ordered by their task number and assigns them in a round-robin fashion to the avail-
able slots such that slot 1 of each node is selected first, then slot 2 of each node and so
on. Storm assigns numbers to the tasks by first sorting the components by their name
alphabetically. It then assigns a number to each task, starting from one, within each
component in the sorted list. For example, in Figure 5.2, the sorted components list is
{C1, C2, C3} and the tasks are numbered 1–6, as shown in the figure.
We explore how the default scheduler works by assigning the word count topology’s
tasks shown in Figure 5.2 to the Storm cluster shown in Figure 5.3. The average task
load is defined as the average CPU load generated by each task, denoted as α. We
assume that our Storm cluster has four worker nodes where slot i, node j and slot i
on node j are denoted as si, nj and si : nj, respectively. n1 , n2 , n3 and n4 have the
capacity of 6α, 6α, 3α and 3α, respectively. n1 and n2 are configured with two slots
whereas n3 and n4 are configured with one slot. This configuration is selected for the
purpose of simplifying the explanation.
The slots list, sorted by Storm, is as follows: s1 : n1, s1 : n2, s1 : n3, s1 : n4, s2 : n1,
s2 : n2. The task numbers are shown in Figure 5.2. The default scheduler starts task
assignment by assigning task 1, task 2, task 3 and task 4 to s1 on n1, n2, n3 and n4
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Figure 5.3: Task assignment by default scheduler of Storm
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Figure 5.4: An illustration of the inter-node communication for a task assignment by
default scheduler of Storm. Ideally, the number of node-crossing arrows would be as
small as possible, as it represents expensive communication.
respectively. The assignment is continued by assigning task 5 and task 6 to s2 on n1
and n2 respectively. Figure 5.3 shows the final assignment of the tasks to the worker
nodes and Figure 5.4 illustrates the inter-node communication in our cluster.
The default scheduler is a simple and load-balanced algorithm which evenly dis-
tributes the tasks among worker nodes. However, it has a number of drawbacks.
• It does not consider the extent of heterogeneity within the cluster. As shown in
Figure 5.3, n1 and n2 have higher capacities and could have hosted more tasks,
reducing inter-node communication.
• It does not fully utilise the capacity of each node, where all of the tasks could
have easily been allocated to either n1 or n2 in our example.
• The communication pattern between the tasks is ignored, as shown in Figure 5.4.
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• The assignment of tasks to workers is static and does not respond to changes in
the data transfer rate or load.
5.5 Conclusion
We have implemented our proposed schedulers, described in the later chapters, in the
Apache Storm framework, an open-source, real-time, distributed, scalable and reliable
data stream processing system. In this chapter, we have provided some background on





In this chapter, we describe the experimental setup and applications used for evaluating
our three proposed schedulers, discussed in later chapters. As each of the schedulers
uses the same experimental settings, we present all of the details here. It may be useful
to return to this chapter when reading the experiments for each scheduler to clarify the
details regarding any setting. The remainder of this chapter is outlined as follows. We
present the micro-benchmarks which are used to evaluate the communication cost of
each scheduler, comparing it to the optimal scheduler formulated in Chapter 4, which
is referred to as a theoretically optimal scheduler throughout the rest of this thesis.
We further discuss how these micro-benchmarks can be configured to represent I/O-
and CPU-intensive workloads. Finally, we describe two real-world applications used to
evaluate the system throughput and latency of each scheduler.
6.1 Experimental setup
We implement our proposed schedulers in Apache Storm 1.1.1, running on a Storm
cluster, configured with one master node, one ZooKeeper node and eight worker nodes.
Each node runs Ubuntu 16.04 LTS.
Typical cluster deployments begin as homogeneous clusters, but as they grow over
time with the addition of new hardware, they may become heterogeneous. For this
reason, we evaluate our schedulers on both homogeneous and heterogeneous config-
urations. To achieve this, we run a VirtualBox VM on each machine, which allow
us to change the hardware configuration, with high and low capacity worker nodes,
providing more configurability. We initially validated a homogeneous configuration by
comparing a bare metal and VMs configuration, finding both configurations achieved
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the same performance. The high capacity nodes are configured with 4 cores and 4GiB
of RAM with four slots per node, whereas the low capacity nodes have 2 cores and
2GiB of RAM with two slots per node. This node configurability allows us to use both
homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters. Although a heterogeneous environment typ-
ically refers to different models of hardware with different configurations, we argue
that the same hardware, where not all resources are available, can also be considered
a heterogeneous environment. Each node has a 2.7GHz Intel Core i5-3330S processor
and is connected to a 1Gbps network.
To prevent any node from becoming overloaded, each scheduler will assign tasks
such that average CPU usage does not exceed 80% for the node. T in Equation 7.3 (see
Section 7.3.4) provides a balance between the desire for more tasks per worker, and
the reliability of execution. The failure of any single task within a worker will cause
all of the other tasks within that worker to be restarted. As a result, any failure will
cause tuples to be lost, where having fewer tasks per worker will reduce these losses.
Therefore, we set the user-defined parameter of T to 5, as this had less significant
losses. It is also worth noting that the results presented in this thesis do not include
any runs which had task failures.
We compare our schedulers with Aniello et al. (2013)’s ‘Online scheduler’ (referred
to as ‘OLS’ in this thesis) and R-Storm (Peng et al., 2015), previously discussed in
Chapter 3. Unlike many other Storm schedulers, the OLS and R-Storm implementa-
tions are publicly available, allowing for a fair comparison. Furthermore, these two
schedulers have the same optimisation goal as our schedulers, as presented in Chap-
ter 3, which is to reduce the inter-node communication. Our evaluation criteria for
the algorithms are the latency and system throughput. To measure these values, we
record the average throughput, defined as the average number of tuples executed in
each bolt’s task per 10 second period, and average execute latency for each task as our
performance metrics. We use three micro-benchmarks and two real-world applications,
with real data, described in the following sections, for our evaluation.
Each experimental application is run ten times for 650 seconds. Applications are ini-
tially run with round-robin scheduling for 50-60s while the proposed schedulers monitor
the execution. Rescheduling is then performed once for each experimental run, where
Storm migrates the tasks to new cluster nodes. Currently, Storm uses a simple method
of task migration, where the execution is stopped, allowing the tasks to be moved,
before restarting execution with the new configuration. As a result of this delay, we
present all experimental results starting at 150s, after rescheduling has completed. In
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our future work, we will investigate methods for smooth task migration, which does
not stop the entire execution, in order to reduce the overhead of rescheduling. Fur-
ther, we will also continue work on run-time performance monitoring, investigating
how workload characteristics change during execution and when rescheduling should
be performed.
6.2 Micro-benchmarks
In this section, we describe three layouts that represent common shapes of a streaming
application, first presented in (Peng et al., 2015). Each of these layouts represents a
different congestion pattern: linear, diamond and star, described as follows:
• Linear: This is one of the most common types of topologies, shown in Fig-
ure 6.1a, which consists of a number of operators, where tuples are passed from
one operator to the next.
• Diamond: The layout of this micro-benchmark has a diamond shape, shown in
Figure 6.1b, where one source emits tuples to multiple operators. Each operator
then passes these tuples to a single sink operator.
• Star: This more complicated layout has a star shape, shown in Figure 6.1c,
where multiple sources emit tuples to one operator. This operator then emits the
received tuples to multiple sinks, passing them along.
6.2.1 Comparing our proposed schedulers with a theoretically
optimal scheduler
We compare the communication cost of each scheduler with a theoretically optimal
scheduler using the three micro-benchmarks. The linear micro-benchmark is configured
with two tasks per operator, while in the diamond layout, the source and sink operators
have four tasks, with all other operators having two tasks. In the star layout, each of
the source and sink operators has two tasks and the middle operator has four tasks.
We evaluate different problem sizes by increasing the number of operators in each
layout, with each new operator containing two tasks. For the linear layout, each new
operator is added to the end of the layout, whereas for the diamond, new operators are
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(a) Layout of linear application
…
 
(b) Layout of diamond application
… …
(c) Layout of star application
Figure 6.1: Micro-benchmark applications (Peng et al., 2015)
Table 6.1: The node configuration for the homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters
used in the evaluation of scheduler communication cost
Setting Number of nodes Node capacity
Homogeneous 10 nodes 10 nodes with capacity of 4
Heterogeneous 10 nodes 3 nodes with capacity of 6
3 nodes with capacity of 4
4 nodes with capacity of 2
added to the middle of the layout which communicate with the source and sink oper-
ators. Finally, for the star layout, operators are added as either a source or sink, with
each new operator alternating between the two, ensuring the layout remains balanced.
We configure each of the micro-benchmarks with a problem size of 10 tasks to begin
with, increasing the problem size to 32. To simplify the experiments, for illustrative
purposes, we assume that the data transfer rate between every two communicating
tasks is 1 normalised unit per second, and the load is uniform across all tasks. The
simple configuration of these examples is for illustrative purposes, and to ensure the
corresponding discussion is clear and easy to follow. It is also worth noting that the
schedulers are capable of working with more complex configurations, which do not have
a uniform task load or communication.
We run our experiments on both a homogeneous and heterogeneous cluster config-
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uration, described in Table 6.1. The homogeneous cluster consists of 10 nodes, each
with a capacity of 4, where the capacity of a node is defined as the average number of
tasks that can be assigned to the node. The heterogeneous cluster contains 10 nodes,
made up of three different node types, with capacities of 6, 4 and 2; there are 3, 3 and
4 nodes of each capacity respectively.
We use IBM CPLEX Studio 12.71 as our optimisation software as it provides
state-of-the-art implementations of linear, integer and mixed-integer linear optimisa-
tions (Kalyvianaki et al., 2011). We run our experiments to find an optimal solution on
a 64-core server with four 16-core AMD Opteron 6276 processors, running at 2.3GHz,
with 512GiB of RAM. We require such a large server as it becomes increasingly com-
putationally expensive to find the optimal solution for larger problem sizes. In com-
parison, to find the communication cost for our proposed schedulers, we can use any
commodity hardware as they do not need any specific hardware requirements. We run
our experiments for our proposed schedulers on a system with 8GiB of RAM which has
a 3.2GHz Intel Core i5-4570 processor with four cores.
In each of the experiments, we present the cost, which is a measure of the commu-
nication cost between nodes, previously seen in Equation 4.3. We refer to the solutions
found by CPLEX as “optimal” throughout this thesis as done in other work (Wolf
et al., 2008; Cardellini et al., 2016). Further, based on a limited brute force evaluation
of small problem sizes, we found that CPLEX results were indeed optimal for those
cases.2
6.2.2 I/O-intensive and CPU-intensive
For this evaluation, we configure each of the spouts and bolts in the linear and diamond
micro-benchmarks to have eight tasks. The star micro-benchmark is configured with
four and eight tasks for the spout and bolts respectively. Each micro-benchmark is run
in two different configurations: I/O-intensive and CPU-intensive, described as follows.
In I/O-intensive configuration, the throughput of the system is limited by the
amount of communication between the nodes. We reduce the workload of each bolt by
slowing the rate of the spout, so that each bolt has little processing to do, causing pro-
cessing time to be limited by the network latency. In CPU-Intensive configuration, the
throughput of the system is limited by the CPU utilisation of each node. We increase
1https://www-01.ibm.com/software/commerce/optimization/cplex-optimizer/index.
html
2A more extensive brute force evaluation is infeasible due to the time complexity of the problem.
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Figure 6.2: Load prediction application
the workload of each bolt by supplying tuples at a faster rate, ensuring the bolts are
fully loaded, resulting in a high CPU load.
6.3 Real-world workloads
In this section, we describe two real-world applications, which were originally used
in the DEBS Grand Challenge contests.3 The DEBS Grand Challenge is a series of
competitions where researchers solve a real-world problem, using real data, with a
distributed and event-based system.
6.3.1 Load prediction application in smart homes
This topology is based on the first query of the DEBS 2014 Grand Challenge.4 The
data is collected from 2,125 smart plugs, deployed across 40 houses in Germany, during
September 2013. The smart plugs are connected between a device/appliance and the
wall outlet, and contains two sensors for measuring the power of each device, roughly
once a second. Each smart plug is identified in a hierarchical structure such that the
top entity is the house with a unique ID. Each house can have a number of households
with unique household IDs within that house. Also, each household has a number of
smart plugs with a unique ID within the household.
Each record in the dataset contains 7 fields: id, timestamp, value, property, plug_id,
household_id, house_id. id is the unique identifier for each record in the dataset, while
the timestamp is the timestamp of the measurement or event. All the events are sorted
by timestamp and the events with the same timestamp are sorted randomly. The value




load, where load is the current load measured in Watts, and the work is the accumulated
work since reset, measured in KWh. However, because work values are cumulative and
a change is not visible for small amounts of energy, first query of the Grand Challenge
uses load and discards the work values.
The query predicts the future load for each house and each individual smart plug
based on current load measurements and a slice-based prediction model built on his-
torical data. More specifically, the load is predicted for the two time slices from the
current time slice. The model is based on the average load of the current time slice
and the median of the average load for the same time slices over the past days.
In the model presented for the Grand Challenge, the whole period of time for which
data was collected is divided into N slices, si, i >= 0 with each having a size of |s|
seconds. The start of each slice si is calculated as t_start + i × |s| where t_start is
the very first timestamp in the dataset. The load value for slice si+2 is predicted as:
L(si+2) = (L(si)+median(L(sj)|j = i+ 2− n× k))/2, where k is the number of slices
in a 24 hour period, n is a natural number with values between 1 and floor((i+2)/k).
The slice size in our application is 15 minutes. The streaming application implementing
this query has a diamond shape, shown in Figure 6.2, with one spout, two intermediate
bolts and one sink bolt described as follows:
• Source spout: The spout splits the comma separated records and sends the data
to each of the load prediction bolts with shuffle grouping.
• Plug Prediction bolt: At the start of each slice, the sum of the load for all the
events with a timestamp within the slice is calculated. The average load for the
current time slice is calculated at the end of the slice and kept in a data structure
to calculate the median for future predictions. Then, the predicted load for the
two time slices from the current time slice is calculated, using the current average
load and median of the average load for the same time slices over the past days.
The output is sent to the sink bolt with fields grouping.
• House Prediction bolt: For each house, the predicted load is calculated as the
sum of the predicted load for all of the smart plugs within a house. The output
is sent to the sink bolt with fields grouping.
• Sink bolt: A sink bolt formats the output such that depending on the tuples
received by the bolt, it either emits the house prediction value along with house
ID and predicted time or the plug prediction value with hierarchical identifier for
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Figure 6.3: Top frequent routes application for NYC taxi data
Our application is configured with a time slice of 15 minutes, with the spout and
each of the bolts having 10 tasks. We use a Redis server to store the smart plug records.
6.3.2 Top frequent routes application for NYC taxi data
This topology is based on the first query of the DEBS 2015 Grand Challenge.5 The
query is to find the top 10 most frequent routes of New York taxis for the last 30
minutes using the 2013 dataset. This is a similar problem to the Twitter top trending
topics, previously described in Chapters 1 and 4, where the top 10 tweets from the last
30 minutes are tracked. As the Twitter API does not provide full access to the Twitter
firehose, only a limited stream of tweets was available. The NYC taxi problem has
the same topology, and is used as a substitute implementation for the Twitter problem
used for illustrative purposes earlier in this thesis.
The NYC taxi dataset was released under the FOIL (Freedom Of Information Law),
and has been made publicly available by Chris Whong.6 The taxi trip records include
pickup and drop off time and location, trip distance, duration, fare and tip amount.
New York city is mapped to a 300×300 grid where each cell represents a 500m×500m
location in New York. The top left cell is numbered 1.1, where the centre of this cell is
located at 41.474937, −74.913585 (in Barryville) (latitude and longitude coordinates).
The cell numbers increase towards east and south which means the bottom right cell is
numbered 300.300. All the trips starting or ending outside the area covered by the grid
are considered outliers and are not processed. A route is represented by the starting
and ending cell numbers, where two trips with the same start and end locations are
considered to have the same route. The layout of this topology has a linear shape with
one spout and four bolts, shown in Figure 6.3, described as follows:
• Source spout: The spout reads the records of each taxi trip from the dataset and
sends the data to the Preprocess bolt with shuffle grouping.




the start and end cell numbers based on longitude and latitude coordinates of the
pickup and drop off locations. This bolt then emits the routes to Rolling Count
bolt with shuffle grouping.
• Rolling Count bolt: This bolt counts the occurrence of each route using a rolling
counter, implemented with a sliding window. The data is then passed to the
Intermediate Rank bolt with fields grouping.
• Intermediate Rank bolt: This bolt has multiple tasks and is used to distribute
the load coming from the Rolling Count bolt and reduce it before emitting the
results to Final Rank bolt with global grouping. Each task of the Intermediate
Rank bolt finds 10 top frequent routes for a specified window.
• Final Rank bolt: This bolt has only one task, aggregating the incoming interme-
diate rankings from the Intermediate Rank bolt into a final rank.
The numbers of tasks for each of the Source, Preprocess, Rolling Count, Interme-
diate Rank and Final Rank bolts are 16, 16, 8, 4 and 1 respectively. We use a Redis
server to store the trip records. We simulate a replay of the taxi data, by setting a
simulation time that is a constant ratio with real time. This ratio is set so that 1
minute is equal to 0.1 second of time in our experiment—thus the sliding window in
Rolling Count bolt is 3 seconds.
6.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have described the settings used in the evaluation of our proposed
schedulers, which will be presented in later chapters. By outlining the experimental
settings in this single chapter, we are able to avoid unnecessary repetition of these





In this chapter, we present P-Scheduler, a partition-based scheduler for DAG-based
data stream processing systems. This chapter is organised as follows. Section 7.1
provides an overview of P-Scheduler. In Section 7.2, a brief background on graph par-
titioning is presented. Then, the P-Scheduler algorithm is described in Section 7.3,
followed by an example in Section 7.4. Section 7.5 presents a comparison with an
optimal scheduler using three micro-benchmarks, previously described in Section 6.2.
Section 7.6 evaluates P-Scheduler with two real-world applications, previously pre-
sented in Section 6.3, with a detailed discussion in Section 7.7. Finally, Section 7.8
concludes the chapter.
7.1 Introduction
P-Scheduler is an algorithm for DAG-based homogeneous stream processing systems
that employs graph partitioning algorithms in a hierarchical manner. Each edge in
the streaming application graph is weighted with the data transfer rate between the
communicating tasks and each vertex is weighted with the load for the correspond-
ing task. P-Scheduler has two levels of scheduling: In the first level, the number of
compute nodes required to run the streaming application is calculated based on the
total application load. Then, the entire application graph is partitioned into the num-
ber of required compute nodes. This ensures that P-Scheduler utilises each compute
node, helping reduce the inter-node communication. In the second level of scheduling,
P-Scheduler assigns highly communicating tasks to the same worker process in order
to minimise the communication between the workers within a compute node. Our
contributions in this chapter are summarised as follows:
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• We use a method to reduce the inter-node traffic by first calculating the number of
nodes that are required to run a streaming application in a data stream processing
system.
• We present P-Scheduler, an online hierarchical scheduling algorithm for streaming
applications, which partitions the graph based on the number of required nodes,
before further partitioning each sub-graph into a number of workers. This hi-
erarchical approach maximises the communication efficiency by assigning highly
communicating tasks to the same worker or node.
• The communication cost of P-Scheduler is evaluated by comparing it to a theo-
retically optimal scheduler, implemented in CPLEX, when run on three micro-
benchmarks, each representing a different communication pattern, previously dis-
cussed in Section 6.2. The results show that P-Scheduler can achieve results that
are close to optimal in a homogeneous cluster configuration.
• P-Scheduler is implemented in Apache Storm 1.1.1 and through experimental
results, we show that P-Scheduler can outperform state-of-the-art R-Storm (Peng
et al., 2015) and OLS (Aniello et al., 2013), previously described in Chapter 3.
The results show that P-Scheduler outperforms OLS, increasing throughput by
12–86% and R-Storm by 32% for the real-world applications.
7.2 Graph partitioning
Graph partitioning has many applications such as in VLSI design, spatial databases,
transportation management, data mining and task scheduling. The K-way graph par-
titioning problem is to decompose the vertices of a graph G into k roughly equal parts,
such that the number of interconnecting edges is minimised. This problem can be ex-
tended to a graph with weighted edges and vertices where the goal is to partition the
vertices into k disjoint subsets such that the sum of the vertex-weights in each subset is
the same, and the total weight of the edges whose incident vertices belong to different
subsets is minimised.
While the problem of graph partitioning is NP-complete, there are many algorithms
that use heuristics and approximation to find a reasonably good partition (Karypis and
Kumar, 1998).
An efficient heuristic approach for graph partitioning is K-way multilevel partition-




















Initial Partitioning Phase 
Projected partition 
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of multilevel graph partitioning (Karypis and Kumar, 1998)
and uncoarsening. During the coarsening phase, the size of the graph is decreased in
a series of steps by collapsing together a maximal size set of adjacent pairs of ver-
tices. In this phase, the output of each step is presented to the next step, so the size
of the graph is gradually decreased. Then, the smallest graph is fed into the initial
partitioning phase where the K-way partitioning algorithm is applied to find a set of
k partitions. Finally, uncoarsening is performed on the graph to obtain the original
graph. It iteratively projects the smallest graph to a larger graph by recovering the
pairs of vertices that were collapsed (Karypis and Kumar, 1998). The phases for the
multilevel graph partitioning described above, are shown in Figure 7.1.
METIS1 is an open source software package developed in the Karypis Lab at the
University of Minnesota. It can partition large irregular graphs and large meshes, in
addition to computing the fill-reducing orderings of sparse matrices. METIS includes an
implementation of the K-way multilevel partitioning proposed in (Karypis and Kumar,
1998), which can produce high quality partitions. We use METIS in our research due
to its efficiency in finding good partitions.
7.3 P-Scheduler algorithm
In this section, we describe the P-Scheduler algorithm. The goal is to assign the
highly communicating tasks of a streaming application to the same worker process or
node. To achieve this, a two-level scheduling approach is applied to assign the tasks to
compute nodes. At the first level, it is decided which tasks should be assigned to the
1http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/metis/metis/overview
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same compute node. The second level of the scheduler decides which tasks within the
same node should be in the same worker process. Using a two-level graph partitioning
method, we can minimise the communication between nodes and worker processes,
improving performance.
P-Scheduler consists of four main steps as follows.
1. Monitoring: To facilitate the task scheduling, P-Scheduler needs to initially
profile the task graph execution, measuring the tasks’ load and data transfer rate
between the communicating tasks.
2. Constructing a weighted graph: The online profile from the previous step is
then used to build a weighted graph. This graph is updated with new weights
when rescheduling.
3. First level of scheduling: At this level, P-Scheduler determines the number
of compute nodes required to run the application, n, (see Equation 7.1 shortly)
and then partitions the weighted graph, from the previous step, into n parts. By
assigning each partition to a compute node, the highly communicating tasks are
co-located within the same node.
4. Second level of scheduling: At this level, P-Scheduler finds the number of
worker processes required for each node, w, (See Equation 7.3 shortly), before
dividing the sub-graph, (found by the first-level of scheduling), into w such that
highly communicating tasks are grouped together into a worker, reducing inter-
worker communication.
The formal description of the two levels of scheduling are presented as follows.
• First level of scheduling: Given the dataflow graph of the application G =
(V,E), where V is the set of vertices (tasks) and E is the set of weighted
edges (dataflow between tasks with data transfer rate), find n first-level subsets





— |Vi| ≈ |V |n , i ∈ 1, 2, ..., n
— Vi
⋂
Vj = ∅ for i 6= j
— The sum of weights of edges crossing between first-level subsets Vi and Vj,
i 6= j is minimised.
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sbg A sub-graph, consisting of highly communicating tasks
t Number of tasks within sbg
T Max number of tasks per worker
w Required number of workers
n Required number of nodes
• Second level of scheduling: For each first-level subset Vi, find w second-level





— |Vij| ≈ |Vi|w , j ∈ 1, 2, ..., w
— Vij
⋂
Vik = ∅ for j 6= k
— The sum of weights of edges crossing between second-level subsets Vij and
Vik, j 6= k is minimised.
The pseudo-code for P-Scheduler is given in Algorithm 1, which shows the two-
level partitioning algorithm used. Table 7.1 shows the notation used in this chapter
for the P-Scheduler algorithm. Figure 7.2 shows the interaction between P-Scheduler,
METIS, monitoring log and worker nodes in a Storm cluster. In the following, each
step is discussed in detail.
7.3.1 Monitoring
As the first step, when a streaming application is first submitted, it is initially run
for a period of time using round-robin scheduling, while P-Scheduler monitors the
execution. This involves measuring the data transfer rate between each of the task
pairs, providing a profile of all communications and also the task loads. The collected
values are stored regularly in a monitoring log which P-Scheduler can read periodically
when rescheduling.
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Algorithm 1 Pseudo-code for P-Scheduler Algorithm
1: op = Monitoring(Streaming_Application) . Online profile for the streaming
application




5: function Schedule(g, nodes)
6: sbg_list← First_Level(g, nodes)
7: for each sbg in sbg_list do




12: function First_Level(g, nodes)
13: U ← Calculate_Total_Load(g)


















23: parts← Graph_Partition(sbg,w) . Partition sbg into w parts using
METIS
24: node← Select_Node(nodes)
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Figure 7.2: The interaction between P-Scheduler, METIS, monitoring log and worker
nodes in a Storm cluster
7.3.2 Constructing a weighted graph
P-Scheduler constructs a weighted graph using the online profile collected from the
monitoring step. Each vertex represents a task and each edge represents the dataflow
between two communicating tasks. The weight of each vertex is the load of each task.
Each edge is weighted with the data transfer rate of the communicating tasks. The
weighted graph has the advantage of having a view of the amount of communication
for all of the tasks. Therefore, highly communicating tasks can be found and assigned
to the same compute node. When rescheduling, vertices and edges are updated using
the online profile from the monitoring step.
7.3.3 First level of scheduling
The first step in reducing the inter-node communication of an application is to reduce
the number of nodes required to execute the streaming application. Therefore, we
use cluster consolidation to reduce the number of nodes, and fully utilise each node.
By assuming that the cluster is homogeneous and all of the nodes have the same









where U is the sum of CPU usage for the tasks of the streaming application and C
is the capacity threshold that each node can effectively operate at without becoming
overloaded. C is calculated as follows.
C = Sc × α, for 0 < α < 1 (7.2)
where Sc is the overall CPU speed of each node considering all its cores and α is
a system dependent parameter defined by the DSPS administrator who decides the
parameter according to the usage of the node.
The parameter n is updated in each scheduling period with the changing load of
the streaming application, collected from the monitoring log.
At this point, P-Scheduler needs to group highly communicating tasks into n nodes
such that inter-node communication is minimised. This problem can be viewed as
partitioning the weighted application graph into n sub-graphs. To achieve this, P-
Scheduler uses well-studied and performant K-way partitioning proposed in (Karypis
and Kumar, 1998), which has commonly been used for graph partitioning (Tanaka and
Tatebe, 2012; Wang et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2011; Low et al., 2012).
As mentioned in Section 7.2, K-way partitioning divides the vertices of the weighted
graph g into n roughly equal parts, such that the number of edge cuts between the
compute nodes is minimised. Finally, each of the n sub-graph partitions are assigned
to a compute node, before performing the second level of scheduling.
7.3.4 Second level of scheduling
In data stream processing systems, such as Apache Storm, each of the compute nodes
contains one or more worker processes, where each of these workers run one or more
tasks. The scheduler needs to determine how tasks should be assigned to each worker,
such that inter-worker communication is minimised. Therefore, P-Scheduler needs to
assign the tasks to workers within each node based upon the task communication for
the sub-graph. Therefore, the second level of scheduling determines which tasks should
be assigned to the same worker process.
Finding the number of workers per node is hard to know a priori. In determining the
number of workers per compute node, a balance needs to be struck between performance
and reliability. That is, assigning all of the tasks within a compute node to a single
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worker will be less reliable, as a single task failure will cause all tasks within the worker
to be interrupted and restarted. Whereas, assigning fewer tasks per worker will require
more workers, increasing the inter-worker communication.
Therefore, P-Scheduler uses a simple heuristic by introducing a threshold T , for the
maximum number of tasks per worker, which sets a balance between better tolerat-
ing failures, and reducing inter-worker communication. The value of T is empirically
determined, by observing which value gives reliable performance results.
To find the number of workers, denoted as w, for each compute node, the number








After finding w for each compute node, P-Scheduler finds highly communicating
tasks to be assigned to each worker by employing K-way partitioning. The partitions
are of roughly equal size, which means each part may contain fewer than T tasks. The
number of tasks will remain close to T , but will not exceed this threshold value. Each
part is then assigned to a worker, where the most highly communicating tasks are
grouped together, minimising inter-worker communication.
7.4 An example of task assignment by P-Scheduler
Figure 7.3 demonstrates the two-level graph partitioning of P-Scheduler with an ex-
ample. For simplicity, we assume that the vertices and edges have a weight of 1. We
also assume that the number of required nodes n has been calculated to be two, based
on Formula 7.1. We further assume that the number of tasks per worker process, T ,
described in Section 7.3.4, is set to two. First, the application graph is partitioned
into two sub-graphs where one sub-graph contains the tasks 1, 2, 3, 4 and the other one
contains the tasks 5, 6, 7, 8. The number of required worker processes per node is cal-
culated to be two, based on Formula 7.3. Therefore, in the second level of scheduling
each first-level sub-graph is further partitioned into two parts. For example, tasks 1, 3
are grouped together to be assigned to the same worker. The final assignment is shown
in Figure 7.3b. From the figure, it can be seen that, by using P-Scheduler, the task
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(a) A partitioned streaming application. We assume that
the number of required number of nodes and also workers
per nodes have been calculated to be 2.
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(b) Final task assignment by P-Scheduler
Figure 7.3: An example of task assignment by P-Scheduler
7.5 P-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler
In this section, the communication cost and resolution time of P-Scheduler are com-
pared with a theoretically optimal scheduler. The communication cost for P-Scheduler
and the optimal scheduler running the linear, diamond and star micro-benchmarks,
which were previously discussed in Section 6.2, are shown in Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6
respectively. While we are able to determine an optimal schedule in this evaluation,
this is only possible for small problem sizes, as the computational complexity increases
with the problem size. Therefore, it become impractical to find the optimal solution for
larger, more complex problems. As we are evaluating how close to optimal the results
of P-Scheduler are, the resolution time was not a concern.
Figure 7.4 shows the communication cost for the linear layout, where P-Scheduler
is able to match the results of the optimal scheduler in the homogeneous configuration.
This is due to both schedulers employing a similar strategy, where tasks from multiple
operators are assigned to the same node.




























































































Figure 7.5: P-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler for diamond layout
that P-Scheduler can match the optimal scheduler results for all but three task sizes.


























































Figure 7.6: P-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler for star layout
while the optimal scheduler is slight lower with 10 and 124 respectively. For a task
size of 28, P-Scheduler is unable to find a solution, as not all of the partitions were
of size 4. This sometimes occurs with K-way partitioning, as it is not always able to
find partitions of the size we want, with the resulting partitions being either slightly
larger or smaller. In this case, the partition size found by K-way partitioning was 5,
but by changing the capacity of a single node to size 5, a solution was found with a
communication cost of 137 for optimal and 138 for P-Scheduler.
Similar results can be seen in Figure 7.6 for the star layout. P-Scheduler can match
optimal for all task sizes except 18, where optimal is 44 and P-Scheduler is 46. For 28
tasks, P-Scheduler was unable to find a solution with the available node capacities, as
one partition was of size 5. A solution was found by adjusting the capacity of a single
node, where both P-Scheduler and optimal had a communication cost of 84.
It can also be seen from Figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 that the communication costs of
both schedulers for diamond and star layouts are bigger than linear. The reason is that
in the linear layout, more communicating task can be grouped and placed in the same
node because of the shape of the layout when compared to the other two layouts. In
the diamond layout, the source and sink operators only have 4 tasks each, which means
that the number of communicating tasks that are able to be placed in the same node
is limited. As communicating tasks from the source or sink are selected and assigned,













CPLEX Resolution Time − Linear
Figure 7.7: Resolution time for optimal scheduler and P-Scheduler for linear layout
1
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CPLEX Resolution Time − Diamond
Figure 7.8: Resolution time for optimal scheduler and P-Scheduler for diamond layout
middle operators unassigned. In turn, when these operators are to be assigned, there
are no neighbouring operators left for them to be grouped with, as the source and
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CPLEX Resolution Time − Star
Figure 7.9: Resolution time for optimal scheduler and P-Scheduler for star layout
sink were previously assigned. The same happens in the star layout where the middle
operator only has 4 tasks and can be placed with a few tasks from the sink or source
operators in the same node.
While it is possible to use optimisation software to find an optimal schedule, the
resolution time begins to significantly increase with the problem size. Figures 7.7, 7.8
and 7.9 show the resolution times for each micro-benchmark, where it can be seen that
while the resolution time of optimal grows exponentially, P-Scheduler can always find
near optimal or optimal schedules in near real-time.
Overall, P-Scheduler is able to efficiently allocate tasks to nodes within the homoge-
neous cluster, with near optimal results for the three micro-benchmarks. We evaluate
the practical performance of P-Scheduler in the next section.
7.6 Experimental evaluation
In this section, we evaluate P-Scheduler using two real-world applications, previously



























Load Prediction Topology − Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 7.10: Throughput results of smart home load prediction topology, using P-
Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
7.6.1 Load prediction application for smart homes
We first run the load prediction application on a homogeneous cluster with 8 high ca-
pacity nodes using P-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS. Figure 7.10 shows the experimental
results, where it can be seen that OLS and R-Storm have an average throughput of
3,700 and 5,200 respectively. In comparison, P-Scheduler has a higher average through-
put of 6,900, which represents an improvement of 32% and 86% over R-Storm and OLS
respectively. The lower throughput of OLS is due to the best fit approach, which as-
signs task pairs to the least loaded node, spreading the tasks across all 8 nodes, while
P-Scheduler and R-Storm only use 4 nodes on average. Therefore, to remove the impact
of node consolidation, we restrict OLS to 4 nodes and rerun the application, shown
in Figure 7.10. This increases the throughput for OLS to 5,000, but it is still unable
to match either R-Storm or P-Scheduler. R-Storm is able to assign communicating
tasks from most components together, but is unable to assign tasks for the Plug Load
component with other tasks. It also fails to consider the data transfer rate between
tasks due to its use of an offline schedule. Figures 7.11 and 7.13 show the execution
latency for both topologies run by the three schedulers. From the figures, it can be

























Load Prediction Topology − Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 7.11: Latency results of smart home load prediction topology, using P-Scheduler,
R-Storm and OLS
7.6.2 Top frequent routes in NYC taxi data
In this section, we evaluate the performance of P-Scheduler when run on the top
frequent routes topology, previously described in Section 6.3. Figure 7.12 shows the
throughput for this topology using P-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS schedulers, run on a
8 node homogeneous cluster. As can be seen from the figure, the average throughput for
P-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS is 15,700, 15,500 and 9,800 respectively. Again, OLS
spreads the tasks across all 8 nodes, increasing inter-node communication, while both
P-Scheduler and R-Storm only use 3 nodes. When OLS is rerun with a 3-node cluster,
the average throughput is 13,900, which is still lower than the other two schedulers.
Finally, Figures 7.13 show the latency for each scheduler running on the homogeneous
cluster configuration.
7.7 Discussion
Our experimental results have shown that P-Scheduler can more efficiently group highly
communicating tasks, which are assigned to the same node. For the load prediction
topology, P-Scheduler had a higher average throughput than both OLS and R-Storm.





























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Homogeneous Cluster

























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 7.13: Latency results of top frequent routes topology, using P-Scheduler, R-
Storm and OLS
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where R-Storm was unable to reliably find the communicating tasks for the diamond
shape of the Smart Home topology.
Although, P-Scheduler does not provide a significant improvement over R-Storm
for the top frequent routes topology, it is worth noting that R-Storm operates offline
and requires a considerable amount of tuning by the user. This tuning involves the user
specifying the CPU and memory requirements. In comparison, P-Scheduler is online
and is able to monitor the execution and find the CPU usage of each task, achieving
the same throughput without requiring such extensive tuning.
The lower average throughput of OLS is due to a limited view of the communication
for both topologies, meaning it is unable to co-locate the highly communicating tasks
efficiently, because of its task pair view and greedy best fit approach.
Further, by using a static schedule, R-Storm does not have any rescheduling over-
head, however, it is unable to dynamically react to changes in the communication
pattern. In comparison, P-Scheduler and OLS are dynamic and incur an overhead
when rescheduling, but they are able to react to the changes in the workload.
Overall, these results have shown that by monitoring the execution, P-Scheduler
is able to reliably find the communication pattern between tasks. However, by em-
ploying K-way partitioning, P-Scheduler cannot be efficiently used in a heterogeneous
configuration, as each partition is of a roughly equal size. To address this limitation
we need to develop a partitioning-based heuristic which can find partitions of different
sizes, relative to the capacity of each node. In the next two chapters, we present two
heuristics which overcome this by operating on heterogeneous clusters.
7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented P-Scheduler, an adaptive hierarchical scheduling method,
which uses K-way partitioning to divide up the task graph. By first partitioning the
task graph into the required number of nodes, communicating tasks can be grouped to-
gether, reducing inter-node communication. The tasks assigned to each node are further
partitioned into the number of workers in order to improve the inter-worker communi-
cation. We evaluated P-Scheduler using two real-world applications in a homogeneous
cluster with 8 worker nodes. The experimental results show that P-Scheduler outper-




In this chapter, we present T3-Scheduler, for DAG-based data stream processing sys-
tems on homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters. This chapter is organised as follows.
We begin by presenting an overview of T3-Scheduler in Section 8.1. A detailed de-
scription of the algorithm is given in Section 8.2, which is followed by an example in
Section 8.3. Section 8.4 compares T3-Scheduler with an optimal scheduler using the
three micro-benchmarks, previously described in Section 6.2. Section 8.5 evaluates
T3-Scheduler with two real-world applications, previously presented in Section 6.3,
with a detailed comparison discussion of T3-Scheduler with P-Scheduler in Section 8.6.
Finally, Section 8.7 concludes the chapter.
8.1 Introduction
T3-Scheduler is a Topology and Traffic aware Two-level Scheduler for DAG-based
DSPSs, which can find highly communicating tasks and assign them to the same com-
pute node in homogeneous and heterogeneous clusters such that each node remains
fully utilised. T3-Scheduler is topology aware, as it considers the shape and connectiv-
ity of the topology graph when finding highly communicating tasks. It is also traffic
aware as it monitors the streaming application execution to find the data transfer rate
between tasks communicating with each other. Finally, it is two-level as follows:
• First level: T3-Scheduler divides the application graph into multiple parts, where
each part includes highly communicating tasks, with a size relative to the capacity
of a compute node in the heterogeneous cluster. This allows T3-Scheduler to
reduce inter-node communication by placing groups of highly communicating
tasks together and to fully utilise each compute node, by filling it to capacity.
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The novel technique used by T3-Scheduler to find groups of neighbouring tasks in
the application graph provides a broad view of the communicating tasks, rather
than the localised view of some previous approaches.
• Second level: Once tasks are assigned to a compute node, T3-Scheduler finds the
best assignment of those tasks within the node by placing highly communicating
tasks in the same worker process. This helps to minimise the communication
between the worker processes within a compute node.
Our contributions in this chapter are summarised as follows:
• We present T3-Scheduler, a scheduling algorithm that searches the application
graph to find groups of highly communicating tasks, which are grouped and as-
signed to the same compute node, based upon the available capacity of computing
nodes within the cluster. This approach of searching the application graph to
find neighbouring groups of communicating tasks and assigning them to the same
node reduces the inter-node communication, while fully utilising each node.
• The communication cost of T3-Scheduler is evaluated by comparing it to a the-
oretically optimal scheduler, implemented in CPLEX, when run on three micro-
benchmarks, each representing a different communication pattern, previously de-
scribed in Section 6.2. The evaluation shows that T3-Scheduler can achieve
results that are close to optimal in a number of different cluster configurations.
• T3-Scheduler is implemented in Apache Storm 1.1.1 and through experimental
results it is shown that T3-Scheduler outperforms OLS (Aniello et al., 2013) and
R-Storm (Peng et al., 2015) (previously described in Chapter 3) when run on
three micro-benchmarks and two real-world applications. The results show that
T3-Scheduler has an average throughput up to 26% higher than R-Storm and
12–78% higher than OLS for the two real-world applications.
8.2 T3-Scheduler algorithm
To efficiently assign tasks to compute nodes in a DAG-based DSPS, a scheduler needs
to find groups of highly communicating tasks, which can then be assigned to the same
node, reducing the inter-node communication cost. This can be seen as a graph par-
titioning problem where the application graph is partitioned into multiple parts such
that the number of edge cuts between the partitions is minimised. Each part can then
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be assigned to a compute node, such that the node’s capacity is not exceeded. Usually,
graph partitioning algorithms, such as K-way partitioning proposed by Karypis and
Kumar (1998), are used to produce partitions of roughly equal parts, suitable for a ho-
mogeneous configuration as proposed in (Fischer and Bernstein, 2015; Eskandari et al.,
2016). However, to produce partitions of different sizes, graph partitioning algorithms
are dependent upon a priori information. That is, they rely on knowing the number
of tasks to be assigned to each node before the graph can be partitioned. This is a
barrier to practical deployments as it is difficult to reliably know this information at
scheduling time.
To address this limitation, T3-Scheduler uses a heuristic method to produce parti-
tions of different sizes such that the inter-part communication is reduced. Each part
can then be assigned to a node with a relative capacity. This is achieved without re-
quiring any a priori information, such as the number of tasks to be assigned to each
compute node.
T3-Scheduler consists of five main steps as follows.
1. Monitoring: To facilitate the task scheduling, T3-Scheduler needs to initially
profile the task graph execution, measuring the tasks’ load and data transfer rate
between the communicating tasks.
2. Constructing a simplified graph: The profile from the previous step is then
used to build a weighted simplified graph. This graph is initially similar to the
operator-view graph, and is updated with new vertices and edges if necessary.
3. Node selection: T3-Scheduler selects a node by taking the capacity into ac-
count.
4. First level of scheduling: At this level, T3-Scheduler determines which groups
of tasks should be co-located within each node by finding a sub-graph of highly
communicating tasks from the simplified graph.
5. Second level of scheduling: At this level, T3-Scheduler finds the number of
workers required for each node and then divides the sub-graph found by first-level
of scheduling into the number of workers such that highly communicating tasks
are grouped together into a worker in order to reduce inter-worker communica-
tion.
Algorithm 2 presents these steps and the following subsections provide a detailed
discussion of each step. Table 8.1 shows the notation used in this chapter for the T3-
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Algorithm 2 Pseudo-code for T3-Scheduler algorithm
1: op = Monitoring(Stream_Application)
2: sg = Construct_Simplified_Graph(op)
3: Schedule(nodes, sg)
4:
5: function Schedule(nodes, sg)
6: while all g in sg are not assigned do
7: n = Node_Selection(nodes)
8: sbg = First_Level(n, sg)
9: Second_Level(n, sbg, T )
10: end while
11: end function
12: function First_Level(n, sg)
13: sbg← ∅
14: while n is not full do
15: g = Group_Selection(n, sg)
16: Add g to sbg











24: parts← Partition sbg into w parts using METIS
25: Assign each part in parts to one worker on n
26: end function
Scheduler algorithm. Figure 8.1 shows the interaction between T3-Scheduler, METIS,
monitoring log and worker nodes in a Storm cluster. In the following, each step is
discussed in detail.
8.2.1 Monitoring
Similar to the monitoring step in P-Scheduler, T3-Scheduler monitors the execution
of the streaming application. This involves measuring the load of each task and the
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g A group of tasks, represented as a vertex in sg
sbg A sub-graph, consisting of highly communicating tasks
t Number of tasks within sbg
T Max number of tasks per worker
w Required number of workers
n Current node
communication rate between each task pair, which is recorded in the monitoring log.
This profile is then able to be read periodically by T3-Scheduler during rescheduling.
8.2.2 Constructing a simplified graph
T3-Scheduler constructs a weighted simplified graph, initially similar to the operator-
view graph, using the online profile, collected from the monitoring step. T3-Scheduler
initially aggregates all of the tasks within each operator into a single group, repre-
senting a vertex in the graph. The weight of the new group/vertex in the simplified
graph is found by summing the load of each task within the group. Each edge in the
graph, connecting two groups, is the aggregation of all the communications between
two groups, weighted with the sum of the data transfer rate of their communicating
tasks. This is made possible by the fact that the tasks within two communicating
operators are fully connected in typical DSPSs because of stream grouping.
The simplified graph has the advantage of having a view of the connectivity between
all the tasks. Therefore, a sub-graph, consisting of highly communicating tasks, can
be found and assigned to the same compute node. Additionally, by considering com-
municating groups of tasks instead of communicating tasks, a slight change between
some data transfer rates of communicating tasks within the communicating groups will
not result in rescheduling, making the scheduling more stable. Vertices and edges are
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Figure 8.1: The interaction between T3-Scheduler, METIS, monitoring log and worker
nodes in a Storm cluster
8.2.3 Node selection
T3-Scheduler considers the capacity and resource availability of each node, selecting
the highest capacity node. This allows T3-Scheduler to take steps towards minimising
the inter-node communication as a result of placing more communicating tasks in the
higher capacity nodes. If multiple nodes have the same capacity, ties are broken by
selecting a node randomly among the potential nodes. T3-Scheduler fills a node with
as many communicating tasks as possible, up to its capacity, and then moves to the
next highest capacity node.
8.2.4 First level of scheduling
The goal of the first level of scheduling in T3-Scheduler is to divide the simplified graph
into multiple parts where each part consists of highly communicating groups of tasks.
T3-Scheduler takes a heuristic approach to divide the graph into multiple parts which
are sized according to the capacity of the heterogeneous node to be scheduled on. For
every empty compute node, T3-Scheduler begins by finding the highest communicating
group pair as a starting point in the simplified graph and expanding it by repeatedly
selecting the most highly communicating neighbouring groups, forming a sub-graph,
until the node is full. Once the node becomes full, a new compute node is selected for
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Algorithm 3 Pseudo-code for Group Selection Algorithm
1: function Group_Selection(n, sg)
2: if n is empty then
3: p = Find_Starting_Point(sg)
4: if p can fit in n then
5: return p
6: else





12: g = Find_Neighbour(sg)
13: if g can fit in n then
14: return g
15: else






which a new starting point is found and the same procedure is applied. By following
this approach, T3-Scheduler can find highly communicating tasks and place them in
the same compute node. In the following, we provide further details of the first level
of scheduling.
Forming a sub-graph
After locating the group pair with the highest weight as the starting point, we evaluate
if the pair of groups is able to fit within the current compute node. This condition is
checked by comparing the sum of the tasks’ load of each group, and the capacity of the
selected compute node. This will have two possible outcomes. If the compute node has
sufficient capacity to accommodate the group pair, it is assigned to the compute node.

























Figure 8.2: Group pair (A,B), with load 6α, to be assigned to a node, with capacity
of 4α
partitioning will be performed on the group pair, where the number of tasks within one
or both groups is reduced. This will enable a new, smaller group pair to be assigned
to the current compute node which would not otherwise be possible. Partitioning a
group pair will be explained in more detail shortly.
If the node still has some remaining capacity, we expand the starting point by
finding the most highly communicating neighbours. Having located the immediate
neighbour with the highest weight, an evaluation is performed to check if this group
can fit within the compute node. If the node has sufficient capacity for the neighbouring
group, it is added to the sub-graph and the next highest weighted neighbour will be
evaluated. But, in the event that the highest weight neighbour is not able to fit within
the compute node, an additional fine-grained partitioning will be performed on this
group. Partitioning a single group will be explained in more detail shortly. After
performing the single group partitioning, we expand the sub-graph to include the new
group, which now has a size equivalent to the node’s capacity, meaning it is fully
utilised. Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo-code for the process of group selection in
forming a sub-graph step.
Fine-grained group pair partitioning
To resolve the issue of insufficient capacity to accommodate the group pair selected as
the starting point, we partition this group pair into two smaller group pairs, thereby
allowing a subset of the initial group pair to be assigned to the compute node. For
instance, assume that the group pair denoted as (A,B), shown in Figure 8.2, has a total
size of 6α, which is unable to fit within the compute node with a total capacity of 4α,
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where α is the average load for each task. Therefore, we have to partition the group
pair, (A,B), into two smaller group pairs (A1, B1) and (A2, B2) such that (A1, B1)
can fit. The aim of partitioning (A,B) is to minimise the edge cuts between (A1, B1)
and (A2, B2) while maximising the number of tasks in (A1, B1). To achieve this, the
task pairs with the highest rate from (A,B), are repeatedly selected and assigned to
(A1, B1) until the node’s capacity is reached.
However, when selecting a task pair (ti, tj) with the highest data transfer rate from
(A,B), three scenarios are possible. To keep track of which tasks have been selected
from (A,B), selected tasks are marked as ‘selected’ in (A,B) when they are assigned
to (A1, B1).
1. Both tasks, ti and tj, are new and have not been selected before. In this case,
both tasks will be assigned to (A1, B1) if the sum of the load of ti and tj is less
than or equal to the compute node’s remaining capacity.
2. One of the tasks is not new and is already marked as selected in A or B. To
simplify the explanation, we assume that ti in task pair (ti, tj) is already marked
as ‘selected’ in A and is not new, but tj is new. We first find all the task pairs
connected to tj from (A,B), denoted as (tk, tj), where tk in A is not marked as
‘selected’. Then, among these task pairs, we pick the task pair with the highest
rate that can fit in the compute node and assign it to (A1, B1). By doing this,
(ti, tj) is also included in (A1, B1) due to full connectivity of two communicating
groups. This has the benefit of assigning two new tasks to (A1, B1) at each
step with the highest data transfer rate and therefore minimising the edge cuts
between (A1, B1) and (A2, B2).
3. Both tasks have already been assigned to (A1, B1) and are marked as ‘selected’
in (A,B). In this case, no further processing is done and we move to the task
pair which has the next highest data transfer rate.
If one group is smaller than the other, for example A is smaller than B, we cannot
always find a task pair with two new tasks. In this case, we just assign the task pair
with the highest data transfer rate, that can fit in the compute node, to (A,B1). After
repeatedly selecting the task pairs and reaching the compute node’s capacity, all the
unmarked tasks in B are assigned to B2, which will be inspected for assignment to
another compute node later by T3-Scheduler. The simplified graph is updated with
the new vertices, edges and their weights every time a partitioning is performed. A
detailed example of partitioning a pair is presented in the next section.
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An example of group pair partitioning
This section presents the step by step process of partitioning the group pair (A,B)
in the example presented in Figure 8.2. We assume that the group pair (A,B) in the
figure, which has an aggregated data transfer rate of 81 (sum of data transfer rate
for task pairs) and 3α load for each group (α being the load for each task), has been
selected to be assigned to a node with an available capacity of 4α. These numbers have
been selected to simplify the explanation of the example. Since the sum of tasks’ load
for group A and group B is greater than the node’s capacity, the group pair (A,B)
needs to be partitioned. First, the task pair with the highest data transfer rate should
be selected. In this example, there are three task pairs (1, 4), (1, 5) and (1, 6) with a
data transfer rate of 10, which is the highest. None of the tasks in these task pairs have
previously been selected (scenario 1), therefore we select task pair (1, 4) at random and
assign it to (A1, B1), as shown in Figure 8.3a.
The next highest data transfer rate for the remaining task pairs belong to (1, 5)
and (1, 6). However, one task of both task pairs, task 1, has been selected before and
is already in (A1, B1) (scenario 2). Having the same condition for both task pairs, task
pair (1, 5) is selected at random for further processing. As we want to assign two new
tasks to (A1, B1) which have not been marked as selected, we find all the task pairs in
(A,B) that include task 5 and a task not marked as selected. There are two possible
task pairs (2, 5) and (3, 5), which meet this criteria, shown in Figure 8.3b. Among all
the potential task pairs, we pick the task pair with the highest rate, which can fit in
the compute node. In this example, task pair (2, 5) is selected, as shown in Figure 8.3c.
After each selection the load and capacity is checked. The node is full at this point, so
the rest of the tasks which are not marked as selected, form (A2, B2) group pair, shown
in Figure 8.3d, which will be assigned to another node by following the T3-Scheduler
algorithm.
Fine-grained single group partitioning
When expanding the sub-graph, the situation can arise where an entire group, denoted
as A, is unable to fit within the current compute node’s remaining capacity, requiring
A to be partitioned. The aim is to utilise the node by filling it with the most highly
communicating tasks from A.
At each step, the task with the highest data transfer rate from A, which is connected
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(d) Forming group pairs (A1, B1) and (A2, B2)
Figure 8.3: An example of group pair partitioning by T3-Scheduler
denoted as A1, until the compute node is full. The selected task from A is marked
as ‘selected’ in A after assignment to A1. In the case that the selected task’s load is
higher than the available capacity, the task with the next highest data transfer rate is
inspected for assignment. This process is repeated until we find a task that can fit in
the node. Otherwise, the group partitioning process is complete.
The remaining tasks from A, which are not marked as selected, form a new group,
denoted as A2. Then, the simplified graph is updated with the new vertex, edges and
their weights. The new group, A2, has this chance to be placed in another compute
node with the unassigned task groups in the simplified graph that it communicates
with. A detailed example of partitioning a pair is presented in the next section.
An example of single group partitioning
This section presents the steps of applying the single group partitioning algorithm
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(b) Selecting tasks 4 and 5
Figure 8.4: An example of single group partitioning by T3-Scheduler
shown in red in Figure 8.4a has been selected for assignment to the current node, which
already includes Group A. Since the node still has some remaining capacity, Group
B is selected as the neighbour with the highest weight for assignment, expanding the
sub-graph. We assume that (A,B) has an aggregated data transfer rate of 81. The
remaining capacity of the node is 2α, but the size of the selected group is 3α. These
numbers have been selected to simplify the explanation of the example. Therefore,
Group B is too large for the remaining capacity and requires single group partitioning
such that one group can fit in the remaining capacity.
To do this, we pick the tasks with the highest transfer rate which are connected to
the sub-graph. In our example, the task pairs (1, 4), (1, 5) and (1, 6) have the highest
rate, so we pick (1, 4) at random. The remaining capacity is now α, so we pick (1, 5)
next. The node is now full and by picking the task pairs with the highest transfer rates
we have reduced the edge cuts between the sub-graphs which are to be assigned to the
different nodes.
8.2.5 Second level of scheduling
After placing the highly communicating tasks on the same node, T3-Scheduler de-
termines which task should be assigned to the same worker process. Similar to the
second level in P-Scheduler, this level of scheduling is used in data stream processing
systems that have a number of worker processes per node. The number of tasks in the
sub-graph assigned to each node is used to calculate the required number of workers,
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w, based on Equation 7.3 (see Section 7.3.4). Unlike P-Scheduler, which calculates
w once for all of the nodes in a homogeneous cluster, the second level scheduler in
T3-Scheduler calculates w for each node as the node capacity varies in a heterogeneous
cluster, where higher capacity nodes can have more workers than lower capacity nodes.
K-way partitioning is applied to the sub-graph assigned to each node, dividing it into
w equal sized parts, which are then assigned to a worker. By using the second level
of scheduling to place highly communicating tasks within the same worker process, we
are able to minimise the inter-worker communication.
8.3 An example of task assignment by T3-Scheduler
In this section, we apply the T3-Scheduler algorithm to the top trending topics use-case
presented in Chapter 4. In this example, we have a heterogeneous cluster, consisting of
five compute nodes of varying sizes. It is assumed that the task load for all the tasks in
the application are the same and equal to α. This is a simplifying assumption we make
in this current example, where each task in the application is the same size, however,
T3-Scheduler is not dependent upon this assumption and is capable of scheduling tasks
of varying sizes, as previously discussed. Based on this assumption, the capacity of
each node is defined as the number of tasks which are able to be allocated to each node
multiplied by α. Node 1, node 2, node 3, node 4 and node 5 have capacities of 6α, 4α,
10α, 6α and 5α respectively. It is assumed that node 3 is configured to have up to four
workers, whereas the rest of the nodes can have up to two workers.
The first step performed by the T3-Scheduler is to monitor the execution and col-
lect the tasks’ load and data transfer rate between the tasks, previously described in
Section 8.2.1. We further assume that for the top trending topics application in this
example, the communication rates between communicating operators obtained from
monitoring step reduce at each subsequent step. This is a valid assumption as less
data progresses through each operator. In this example, we assume weights a, b and c
are obtained for each task pair in (A,B), (B,C) and (C,D) group pairs respectively,
assuming that a > b > c. Therefore, while the exact communication rates are not
known, these weights allow us to present the way our algorithm works. To further sim-
plify this current example, we assume that the data transfer rate between the task pairs
of each group pair is the same. This assumption is based upon the lack of skew in the
topics. However, our algorithm can handle different data transfer rates, as previously
discussed. The assumptions made in this current example are strictly for illustrative
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(a) Simplified Graph built by T3-Scheduler for
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(e) Assigning (B2, C1) to node 1
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(f) Assigning (B3, C2) and (C2, D) to node 4
Figure 8.5: An example of task assignment by T3-Scheduler
purposes.
As the second step, a simplified graph is constructed based on these statistics such
that each vertex weight is calculated by the summation of the task loads in each
operator. Also, the weight for an edge connecting two groups is calculated by the
aggregation of the data transfer rates of all the task pairs. The simplified graph can
be seen in Figure 8.5a.
Node selection in T3-Scheduler begins by selecting the largest capacity node from
the heterogeneous cluster. In this case, the selected node is node 3, with a capacity of
10α. Having selected a node, in the first level of scheduling, we then need to locate a
starting point within the simplified graph. Group pair (A,B), consisting of the Emit
Topics and Rolling Count groups, has the highest weight of 45a, as shown in Figure 8.5a.
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After evaluating this group pair, it can be seen that the group pair cannot fit in the
selected node because the whole group pair has 14α, while node 3 has a capacity of
only 10α, requiring a group pair partitioning. The results of performing fine-grained
group pair partitioning, as explained in Section 8.2.4, are shown in Figure 8.5b. This
then allows the smaller group pair, (A,B1), to be assigned to node 3. Further, B2 can
be assigned to another node along with its communicating neighbours. Following this,
the graph weights and edges are updated, as they are continually updated at each step
after each partitioning. Node 3 is full at this point with (A,B1), shown in Figure 8.5c,
so we move to the next node.
The next node selected by the node selection algorithm is node 1, which has a
capacity of 6α. The starting point for this node is (B2, C) with the highest edge weight
of 16b and including 8α, however this group pair is unable to fit within node 1 with
a capacity of 6α. Therefore, the group pair is partitioned and the results are shown
in Figure 8.5d. After group pair partitioning, (B2, C1), with an edge weight of 9b, is
assigned to node 1. The graph weights are then updated. The immediate neighbours
for this pair includes B3, C2 and D. However, node 1 is now full, Figure 8.5e, and there
is no further remaining capacity on this node.
The next available node to be selected is node 4 with a capacity of 6α. The starting
point of (B3, C2) with the weight of b is found for node 4. As this node still has some
remaining capacity, we find and process the immediate neighbours to find the group
with the highest weight which is connected to the groups already assigned to this node.
The next group to be picked is D, which is the only immediate neighbouring group.
After assigning D to the node, the first-level scheduling finishes as all the groups are
assigned, as shown in Figure 8.5f.
For the second level of scheduling, T3-Scheduler partitions the sub-graph assigned
to each node into the number of required workers. We assume that T is set to 6 for this
example. The number of workers required for node 3, node 1 and node 4 is 2, 1 and
1 respectively. Therefore, there is a need to further partition the sub-graph assigned
to node 3. After performing the partitioning by METIS, each part is assigned to one
worker and T3-Scheduler finishes here.
8.4 T3-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler
In this section, we compare the communication cost and resolution time of T3-Scheduler







































Figure 8.6: T3-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler for linear layout
common shapes of streaming applications. These micro-benchmarks are described in
Section 6.2, along with detail about the shape of each micro-benchmark, the number
of tasks per operator for each problem size and the cluster settings.
The communication costs found by the optimal scheduler and T3-Scheduler for the
micro-benchmarks are shown in Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8. It is worth noting that while
the optimal scheduler can be used to solve small problem sizes in a feasible amount of
time, this does not remain the case as the problem size increases due to the increased
computational complexity. For the problem sizes greater than 20, the solutions were
found in minutes or hours which is not practical. Here, our intended purpose for
determining the optimal communication cost is to evaluate how close to optimal the
near real-time results of T3-Scheduler are.
From Figure 8.6, it can be seen that for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous
configurations, T3-Scheduler is able to match the results of the optimal scheduler for
the linear layout. There is a notable gap in the communication cost between the ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous configurations. This is a result of the node capacities,
where the heterogeneous cluster configuration has some larger nodes, 3 with capac-
ity 6, which allows more of the tasks to be placed in fewer nodes, thereby reducing
the communication cost when compared to the homogeneous configuration which uses
smaller nodes with a capacity of 4.

































































































































































Figure 8.8: T3-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler for star layout
from the figures, there is a difference between the communication costs found by T3-
















CPLEX Resolution Time − Linear
Figure 8.9: Resolution time for optimal scheduler and T3-Scheduler for linear layout
the different approaches, where T3-Scheduler tries to place all of the tasks within an
operator along with its neighbouring operators which results in a sub-optimal solution.
In comparison, the optimal scheduler selects tasks from multiple operators to achieve
the optimal result.
It can also be seen from Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 that the communication costs
of both schedulers for diamond and star layouts are larger than for the linear layout.
The reason is that in the linear layout, more communicating tasks can be grouped and
placed in the same node because of the shape of the layout when compared to the
other two layouts. In the diamond layout, the source and sink operators only have 4
tasks each, which means that the number of communicating tasks that are able to be
placed in the same node is limited. As communicating tasks from the source or sink
are selected and assigned, along with the tasks from a few of the middle operators, this
leaves a number of the middle operators unassigned. In turn, when these operators are
to be assigned, there are no neighbouring operators left for them to be grouped with,
as the source and sink were previously assigned. The same happens in the star layout
where the middle operator only has 4 tasks and can be placed with a few tasks from
the sink or source operators in the same node.
While this evaluation has shown that it is possible to use optimisation software
to determine an optimal schedule for some small problem sizes, it is worth noting
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Figure 8.11: Resolution time for optimal scheduler and T3-Scheduler for star layout
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ures 8.9, 8.10 and 8.11 shows the resolution times for the micro-benchmark evaluations.
From the figures, it can be seen that the resolution time begins to increase as the task
size goes above about 20. For example, for the linear micro-benchmark on the het-
erogeneous cluster, shown in Figure 8.9, the resolution time for a task size of 32 is
1,114,257 seconds, and that 50GiB of RAM is used. This required the optimisation
software to be run on a 64-core server with 512GiB of RAM, meaning that it would
take substantially longer on a more modestly powered system. While the resolution
times for both diamond and star are not quite as high as for linear, they still quickly
reach times that are impractical for scheduling, even for these small problem sizes.
For 32 tasks, diamond and star have resolution times of 2,471 and 6 seconds for the
homogeneous cluster and 393 and 7 for the heterogeneous cluster, respectively.
Overall, the T3-Scheduler is able to efficiently allocate tasks to the nodes within
the cluster with near optimal results for the diamond and star layouts, and equalling
the optimal scheduler for the linear layout. This is an important result for practical
application deployments, which commonly implement the linear layout. The heuristic
approach adopted by T3-Scheduler is able to quickly find a near optimal solution, mak-
ing it a good solution for scheduling in practice. We evaluate the practical performance
of our implementation in the next section.
8.5 Experimental evaluation
In this section, we evaluate T3-Scheduler using three micro-benchmarks and two real-
world applications, described in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, respectively.
8.5.1 Micro-benchmarks
I/O-intensive: We run each of the I/O-intensive micro-benchmarks on a heteroge-
neous cluster consisting of one high capacity node and two low capacity nodes.
The small cluster size ensures each scheduler assigns tasks to both high and low
capacity nodes, allowing us to evaluate how well highly communicating tasks
are co-located together. This configuration also removes the impact of node
consolidation, performed by T3-Scheduler and R-Storm. The results for the
micro-benchmark execution for T3-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS are presented
in Figure 8.12a. As can be seen in the figure, T3-Scheduler is able to outperform
OLS by 7–41% for all of the micro-benchmarks, while achieving a similar average
throughput to R-Storm for the linear and star micro-benchmarks. For the dia-
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mond micro-benchmark, T3-Scheduler outperforms R-Storm by 20%, which is the
result of a more efficient task placement of all of the bolts. R-Storm was unable
to assign any of the tasks in one of the middle bolts to the same node as either
the source or sink, increasing inter-node communication. It is also worth noting
that these results for R-Storm were only achieved after tuning user-configured
parameters, whereas T3-Scheduler does not have such a requirement.
CPU-intensive: Each micro-benchmark is run on a heterogeneous cluster consisting
of two high capacity nodes and four low capacity nodes. The results for the CPU-
intensive micro-benchmarks are shown in Figure 8.12b. As can be seen from
the figure, T3-Scheduler achieves similar results as the previous I/O-intensive
configuration, outperforming OLS, with similar average throughput to R-Storm
for linear and star, and higher for diamond. The throughput for each of the
micro-benchmarks is much higher than was previously seen for the I/O-intensive
configuration, placing a greater load on the CPUs, which is a result of a higher
rate for the spouts. By placing more communicating tasks closer together, T3-
Scheduler has an average throughput 24–33% higher than R-Storm and OLS for
the diamond micro-benchmark, showing the benefit of our group based assign-
ment approach. T3-Scheduler can also outperform OLS by 8–12% for linear and
star micro-benchmarks.
Overall, these results demonstrate the ability of T3-Scheduler to efficiently place
more communicating tasks closer together by monitoring the execution, improving
overall throughput. In comparison, R-Storm is an offline scheduler which is unable to
respond to dynamic changes in the data transfer rate between tasks. While this is not
a problem for the micro-benchmarks, due to their consistent communication pattern,
this is a limitation for real-world applications. Further, R-Storm needs the user to
configure the application requirements before execution which might not be practical
or convenient. The best fit approach of OLS, assigns each task pair to the least loaded
node, which is likely to spread the communicating tasks over the compute nodes.
8.5.2 Load prediction application for smart homes
We first evaluate T3-Scheduler by running the load prediction topology, described in
Section 6.3.1, on a homogeneous cluster with 8 high capacity nodes using T3-Scheduler,

























































Average Throughput for CPU−intensive Micro−benchmarks
(b) CPU-intensive micro-benchmarks
Figure 8.12: Throughput results of I/O-intensive and CPU-intensive linear, diamond
and star micro-benchmarks, using T3-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
As can be seen from the figure, OLS and R-Storm have an average throughput of
3,700 and 5,200 respectively, while T3-Scheduler has an average throughput of 6,600.
This represents an improvement of 26% and 78% over R-Storm and OLS respectively.
The lower throughput of OLS is because of the best fit approach that is used, which
results in tasks being spread across all the nodes as it assigns each task pair to the least
loaded node. While R-Storm co-locates tasks from multiple components reasonably
well, the Plug Load component is the exception, where its tasks are assigned separately
from all other tasks, resulting in a lower throughput. It also fails to consider the data
transfer rate between tasks due to offline scheduling.
On average, R-Storm and T3-Scheduler use 4 out of 8 nodes while OLS uses all 8
nodes because of its best fit approach. Therefore, for a fairer comparison we rerun OLS
on 4 nodes, removing the impact of node consolidation. As can be seen in Figure 8.13,
the throughput of OLS increases when run on fewer nodes, however it is still lower
than the other two schedulers.
We also run the topology on a heterogeneous cluster, consisting of 2 high capac-
ity nodes and 4 low capacity nodes, using all three schedulers. This is intended to
demonstrate which of the schedulers is better able to place the highly communicat-
ing tasks within the limited high capacity nodes, reducing inter-node communication.
The results are shown in Figure 8.14. As can be seen, T3-Scheduler can outperform
R-Storm and OLS because of its task selection. It is worth noting that the throughput
is lower for all schedulers than in the homogeneous setting, as there is more inter-node
communication.



























Load Prediction Topology − Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.13: Throughput results of smart home load prediction topology in a homoge-
neous cluster, using T3-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
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Load Prediction Topology − Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.14: Throughput results of smart home load prediction topology in a hetero-

























Load Prediction Topology − Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.15: Latency results of smart home load prediction topology in a homogeneous























Load Prediction Topology − Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.16: Latency results of smart home load prediction topology in a heterogeneous
cluster, using T3-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
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schedulers. From the figures, it can be seen that as the execution latency is reduced,
we can achieve higher throughput. Overall, the experimental results show that T3-
Scheduler can achieve a better performance as a result of a more efficient task place-
ment.
8.5.3 Top frequent routes in NYC taxi data
We now compare the throughput of the three schedulers running the top frequent routes
topology, previously described in Section 6.3.2, on an 8 node homogeneous cluster. As
can be seen in Figure 8.17, the average throughput for T3-Scheduler, R-Storm and
OLS is 15,700, 15,500 and 9,800 respectively. Again, OLS suffers from the problem
of spreading the tasks across all 8 nodes, while both T3-Scheduler and R-Storm only
use 3 nodes. When running the application with OLS on a 3-node cluster, the average
throughput is 13,900, which is still lower than the other two schedulers.
We further evaluate each of the schedulers on a heterogeneous cluster with 2 high
capacity nodes and 2 low capacity nodes. From the results, shown in Figure 8.18, it
can be seen that T3-Scheduler has an average throughput of 14,900 while R-Storm and
OLS have an average of 14,800 and 13,000 respectively. Finally, Figures 8.19 and 8.20
show the latency for each scheduler running on the homogeneous and heterogeneous
cluster configurations.
Although, T3-Scheduler does not provide a significant improvement over R-Storm
for top frequent routes topology, it is worth noting that R-Storm requires a consider-
able amount of tuning by the user. In comparison, T3-Scheduler is able to achieve the
same results without requiring such extensive tuning. Both R-Storm and T3-Scheduler
outperform OLS as it takes a greedy best fit approach which fails to see the whole
communication pattern and therefore is not able to co-locate the highly communicat-
ing tasks efficiently. As seen in the load prediction topology, which has a diamond
shape, R-Storm is unable to reliably find the communicating tasks because of its task
selection method. While R-Storm operates offline and does not have any rescheduling
overhead, it is unable to dynamically react to changes in the communication pattern. In
comparison, T3-Scheduler incurs an overhead for rescheduling, but is better able to find





























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.17: Throughput results of top frequent routes topology in a homogeneous



























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.18: Throughput results of top frequent routes topology in a heterogeneous

























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.19: Latency results of top frequent routes topology in a homogeneous cluster,























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 8.20: Latency results of top frequent routes topology in a heterogeneous cluster,
using T3-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
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8.6 Discussion
Our results for the homogeneous and heterogeneous cluster configurations show that
T3-Scheduler can efficiently find the highly communicating tasks and co-locate them
on the same node. In comparison, R-Storm has a lower average throughput for the load
prediction topology as a result of its task selection method which is unable to co-locate
all of the communicating tasks for the diamond shape topology. Also, OLS has lower
throughput for both the top frequent routes and load prediction topologies due to its
best fit greedy approach. These results have a similar trend to those previously seen
for P-Scheduler, discussed in Section 7.7.
While T3-Scheduler can find different sized partitions of highly communicating
tasks, these partitions are mostly based on the components pairs, which are not always
as efficient as the partitions found by K-way partitioning. This can be seen when com-
paring the communication costs of P-Scheduler and T3-Scheduler for the homogeneous
configuration, where P-Scheduler is better able to match the optimal scheduler, while
T3-Scheduler has a slightly higher communication cost than the optimal scheduler for
some problem sizes. Also, P-Scheduler has a slightly higher throughput for the real-
world topologies for the homogeneous configuration. However, P-Scheduler is only able
to be run on a homogeneous cluster, whereas T3-Scheduler has a good overall through-
put for both homogeneous and heterogeneous configurations. The better performance
of P-Scheduler is because it may sometimes better able to select tasks from multiple
components when forming partitions to be assigned to a node. Instead, T3-Scheduler
prioritises finding component pairs to ensure each node contains communicating tasks,
which can be sub-optimal.
Therefore, we address this limitation of T3-Scheduler by proposing an iterative K-
way partitioning algorithm, where each iteration finds partitions of a different size in
a heterogeneous configuration, described in detail in the next chapter.
8.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented T3-Scheduler, which efficiently places tasks within the
compute nodes, resulting in lower amounts of inter-node and intra-node communica-
tion. We evaluated T3-Scheduler using three micro-benchmarks and two real-world
streaming applications. The experimental results showed that T3-Scheduler outper-
formed OLS, improving throughput by 12–78% for two real-world applications. Fur-
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ther, T3-Scheduler outperformed R-Storm in load prediction topology by 26% and






In this chapter, we present I-Scheduler, a partition-based scheduler for DAG-based data
stream processing systems. This chapter is organised as follows. Section 9.1 provides an
overview of I-Scheduler. The I-Scheduler algorithm is described in Section 9.2, followed
by an example in Section 9.3. Section 9.4 presents a comparison of I-Scheduler with an
optimal scheduler using three micro-benchmarks, previously described in Section 6.2.
Section 9.5 evaluates I-Scheduler with two real-world applications, previously presented
in Section 6.3, with a detailed discussion in Section 9.6. Finally, Section 9.7 concludes
the chapter.
9.1 Introduction
I-Scheduler is an online scheduling algorithm for DAG-based DSPSs, run on homoge-
neous and heterogeneous clusters, which reduces the size of the task graph by fusing
highly communicating tasks. This reduced task graph size allows a mathematical op-
timisation software package to find a more efficient task assignment, improving the
overall performance. In cases where the optimisation software cannot be used, (e.g.,
too expensive in terms of execution time) a fallback heuristic method fuses all of the
tasks based upon cluster node capacity, directly assigning the tasks to nodes with a
relative capacity. The contributions covered within this chapter are summarised as
follows:
• We present I-Scheduler, a scheduling algorithm that iteratively uses graph parti-
tioning to reliably find groups of communicating tasks, which are then fused into
single larger tasks, based upon the available capacity of computing nodes within
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the cluster. This novel approach of fusing large groups of communicating tasks
reduces the task graph size, allowing optimisation software to be used.
• The communication cost of I-Scheduler is evaluated by comparing it to a theo-
retically optimal scheduler, implemented in CPLEX, when run on three micro-
benchmarks, each representing a different communication pattern, previously de-
scribed in Section 6.2. The evaluation shows that I-Scheduler can achieve results
that are close to optimal in a number of different cluster configurations.
• We implement I-Scheduler in Apache Storm 1.1.1 and through experimental re-
sults, we show that I-Scheduler can outperform state-of-the-art R-Storm (Peng
et al., 2015) and OLS (Aniello et al., 2013), previously described in Chapter 3.
The results show that I-Scheduler outperforms OLS, increasing throughput by
15–86% and R-Storm by up to 32% for the real-world applications, previously
described in Section 6.3.
9.2 I-Scheduler algorithm
As presented in Chapter 4, an optimal solution to the scheduling problem can be
formulated. However, it is often not practical to use optimisation software to find such
a solution for large problem sizes, due to the large search space and computational
complexity. One approach is to reduce the size of the task graph by fusing each pair of
tasks into a single task (Chu et al., 1980). However, this has a number of drawbacks:
Firstly, fusing task pairs takes a localised view of the task communications and may
be unreliable at placing communicating tasks within the same node. Secondly, this
approach may not be able to scale to larger problem sizes as it is only able to halve
the task graph size.
To address these problems, I-Scheduler, an iterative graph partitioning-based heuris-
tic algorithm, reduces the number of tasks for a given problem such that it can be solved
in a specified scheduling time by the optimisation software.
I-Scheduler consists of four main steps as follows.
1. Monitoring: To operate online, I-Scheduler monitors the communication be-
tween tasks, measuring the tasks’ load and data transfer rates.
2. Constructing a weighted graph: The online profile from the previous step is
then used to build a weighted graph, providing I-Scheduler with a global view
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Algorithm 4 Pseudo-code for I-Scheduler algorithm
1: θ ← time allowed for scheduling
2: if θ > 0 then
3: use_optimisation_software ← True
4: φ← Find_Threshold(θ) . Find the threshold task size based on θ from previous
experiments
5: else
6: use_optimisation_software ← False
7: φ← 0
8: end if
9: Schedule(nodes, g, φ, T )
10: function Schedule(nodes, g, φ, T )
11: task_map← First_Level(nodes, g, φ)
12: for each t_m in task_map do
13: sbg← t_m.tasks
14: n← t_m.node
15: Second_Level(n, sbg, T )
16: end for
17: end function
18: function First_Level(nodes, g, φ)
19: i← 1 . Iteration number
20: t← Find_Task_Size(g) . Number of tasks in g
21: f ← 0 . Number of fused tasks






24: if ki = 1 then
25: Fuse_Tasks(g, 1) . Fuse t remaining tasks in g into a single task
26: Break to line 43
27: end if
28: if ki > φ and use_optimisation_software then
29: use_optimisation_software ← False
30: φ← 0
31: end if
32: Graph_Partition(g, ki) . Partition g into ki parts on unfused vertices
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Algorithm 5 Pseudo-code for I-Scheduler algorithm - Part 2








36: α← min(ki, N [i].q)
37: end if
38: Fuse_Tasks(g, α) . Fuse the tasks in α partitions
39: t← t− (α×N [i].c) . Update remaining task size
40: f ← f + α . Update the number of fused tasks
41: Update_Graph(g) . Update g with new vertices and edges
42: i← i+ 1
43: end while
44: if use_optimisation_software then
45: task_map← Solve_Model(nodes, g) . Use an optimisation software to
solve the optimisation problem
46: else
47: task_map← Direct_Mapping(nodes, g) . Map each fused task in g to











54: parts← Partition sbg into w parts using METIS
55: Assign each part in parts to one worker on n
56: end function
of the task loads and communication, which is updated with new weights for
vertices and edges when rescheduling.
3. First level of scheduling: At this level, I-Scheduler determines which groups
of tasks should be co-located within each node by finding a sub-graph of highly
communicating tasks from the weighted graph.
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Figure 9.1: The interaction between I-Scheduler, METIS, CPLEX, monitoring log and
worker nodes in a Storm cluster
each node, I-Scheduler partitions the sub-graph assigned to each node, into the
required number of workers using K-way partitioning. This ensures highly com-
municating tasks are placed in the same worker.
Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo-code for I-Scheduler. Table 9.1 shows the notation
used in this chapter for the I-Scheduler algorithm. Figure 9.1 shows the interaction
between I-Scheduler, METIS, CPLEX, monitoring log and worker nodes in a Storm
cluster. In the following sections, each step is discussed in detail.
9.2.1 Monitoring
Similar to monitoring step in P-Scheduler and T3-Scheduler, I-Scheduler monitors the
execution of the streaming application to construct a profile of all task communications
and task loads. These values are used regularly when rescheduling, to provide an up-
to-date view of the application graph to perform online scheduling.
9.2.2 Constructing a weighted graph
The online profile, collected during monitoring, is used to construct a weighted graph
where the vertices represent tasks and edges show the communication between tasks.
Vertices are weighted by the task load and the edges are weighted by the total data
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Table 9.1: Notation for I-Scheduler algorithm
Symbol Description
g Application graph
t Number of unfused tasks within g
θ A feasible amount of time to solve the optimisation problem
φ Threshold task size, solvable in θ
nodes Sorted array of available nodes (capacity, quantity)
transfer rate between the corresponding tasks. Having this view of the application
graph helps I-Scheduler find and co-locate highly communicating tasks on the same
node when scheduling. The weights in the graph are updated when rescheduling occurs,
keeping the graph up-to-date.
9.2.3 First level of scheduling
By exploiting graph partitioning to find partitions of highly communicating tasks, sized
according to node capacities, we can fuse each partition into a single task. This process
is performed iteratively for each cluster node capacity until we reach a task graph size
that is solvable by the optimisation software. However, in the event that the task graph
is too large and complex to be sufficiently reduced in size, we can continue using the
iterative task fusions until all tasks are fused and then assign each of the fused tasks
to a node with a relative capacity, providing a heuristic fallback.
Since the time permitted for scheduling may vary between use-cases, a user param-
eter, θ, is defined for this time interval. For use-cases that tolerate longer scheduling
times, a larger θ can be chosen, which will result in an improved scheduling solution as
the optimisation software does more of the work. This parameter provides the ability
to tune the scheduling efficiency according to the time allowed for scheduling by the
use-case. Based on the value set for θ, we can then determine a task threshold φ based
on previous experiments, such that a solution for φ tasks can be found in a time interval
of θ. t is defined as the total number of tasks within an application graph, g. Therefore,
by reducing t to φ, we can then use the optimisation software to find a near optimal
solution. While this approach can help improve the efficiency of the schedule, it is not
necessarily optimal as the steps used to reduce the problem size are heuristic. Despite
this lack of a guarantee, our experimental results, presented later in this chapter, show
that this approach helps to improve the performance of task scheduling.
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To determine highly communicating tasks, we use K-way partitioning, previously
discussed in Section 7.2. Such K-way partitioning algorithms are able to reliably find
partitions of highly communicating tasks, which allows us to fuse some of these par-
titions into single larger tasks. This partitioning is performed iteratively, where each
iteration, and corresponding graph partition size, is based upon the largest capacity
node in the heterogeneous cluster. Each iteration reduces the size of t, which continues
until t reaches the threshold φ. Note that this scheduling approach would only require
one iteration on a homogeneous cluster, as all the node capacities are the same.
The graph partitioning is performed on a weighted graph such that each vertex
weight is the task load and each edge weight is the data transfer rate between two
communicating tasks. To simplify our formulation, we assume that a node’s capacity
is defined as the number of tasks it can host, however it can be defined as the sum of the
CPU speed for all cores within a node. We assume that all available nodes are stored
in an array, N = {(c1, q1), (c2, q2), . . . , (cj, qj)}, such that each element of the array has
two properties: capacity, c, and quantity, q. We use ‘.’ notation to denote accessing
each property of an element of the array, such that N [i].c is the capacity of node Ni,
and N [i].q is the number of nodes with the given capacity in the heterogeneous cluster.
We begin by sorting the available nodes in descending order of capacity. By starting
with the highest capacity nodes, we are able to assign the largest groups of tasks to
these nodes, reducing the overall communication cost. In comparison, using smaller
nodes results in smaller task groups which are spread across more nodes, increasing
the inter-node communication cost, resulting in a less efficient schedule.
In order to partition the task graph g of size t into ki parts of roughly size N [i].c,







After finding ki at the start of each iteration, we compare it with φ as follows:
• ki ≤ φ: In this case, we are able to select ki partitions for fusion in order to reach
φ. However, to maximise the work performed by the optimisation software, we
may not require all k partitions to be fused to reach φ. Instead we find the
minimum number of fusions required, β, to reach φ. By selecting β partitions,
the task size t is reduced by β × N [i].c tasks, and increased by β as we place β
fused tasks back in the graph. This relationship between β, t and φ is shown as:
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φ = t− β ×N [i].c+ β (9.2)








While β partitions will reach φ, as desired, there may not be enough nodes,
N [i].q, of the current capacity, N [i].c, to host the fused partitions. Therefore, we
compare β with N [i].q as follows:
– β ≤ N [i].q: we fuse the tasks in β partitions out of ki and we have success-
fully reduced t to φ.
– β > N [i].q: This means that the number of available nodes for the cur-
rent capacity is not enough to host β fused tasks. Therefore, only N [i].q
partitions are fused and a further iteration of partitioning is performed on
the remaining unfused tasks, where the size of each partition is the next
available largest capacity node.
This decision is formulated as:
α = min(β,N [i].q) (9.4)
The value of t is updated to the new remaining task size, calculated as: t ←
t − α × N [i].c. A new application graph is built at each step based on the
connectivity and weights from the original application graph. The task size of
the new graph (which includes remaining and fused tasks) is compared to φ and
the process of K-way graph partitioning continues until we reach φ.
• ki > φ: This means that even if we fuse all of the ki partitions into ki tasks,
we will not be able to reduce the task size t to φ. Therefore, the optimisation
software cannot solve the problem within the time interval θ. This can occur at
any stage during iterative partitioning, which is resolved by setting the threshold
φ to zero, and falling back to the heuristic iterative partitioning algorithm. We
then continue with the I-Scheduler algorithm. This will result in every task in
g being part of a fused group, which can fit within a given node, as there is no
longer a stopping threshold. Therefore, for each iteration i, α task groups are
fused and assigned to the N [i].q nodes with a corresponding capacity N [i].c.
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In summary, I-Scheduler uses iterative graph partitioning to reduce the size of the
task graph by fusing tasks of some partitions to reach a threshold. The smaller graph
size enables optimisation software to be used for task assignment. The configurable
threshold determines the number of task fusions that are required, setting the amount
of work to be performed by the optimisation software. The fallback I-heuristic method
is used when the task graph is too large to be reduced and can be viewed as iterative
graph partitioning. In this case, I-Scheduler essentially treats each step of the problem
as a homogeneous cluster, using K-way partitioning to determine the groups of tasks
for each node capacity. It then assigns different sized partitions of the task graph to
their relative capacity nodes.
9.2.4 Second level of scheduling
Once the first level is complete, each heterogeneous node in the cluster has been as-
signed a sub-graph by I-Scheduler. In the second level of scheduling, I-Scheduler decides
how many workers need to be used to run the tasks within each sub-graph on a compute
node. Similar to P-Scheduler and T3-Scheduler, I-Scheduler calculates the number of
workers based on Equation 7.3 (see Section 7.3.4), before using K-way partitioning to
divide the sub-graph assigned to each node into the number of workers, minimising
inter-worker communication.
9.3 An example of task assignment by I-Scheduler
Consider the scheduling problem, with a task graph of size 12, shown in Figure 9.2a
and a heterogeneous cluster, made up of 3 types of nodes, 1 node with capacity of 4,
2 nodes with capacity of 3, and 1 node with capacity of 2, shown in Figure 9.2b. The
threshold φ is set to 8. The first iteration of I-Scheduler partitions the 12 task graph
into 3 partitions of size 4, calculated by Equation 9.1 as shown in Figure 9.2c. In order
to reach the threshold of 8, we need to fuse 2 out of the 3 partitions calculated by
Equation 9.3. However, only 1 of these partitions can be fused, based on Equation 9.4,
as we only have 1 node of capacity 4. So we fuse 1 partition and place it back into
the graph as the new fused task, shown in Figure 9.2d. This reduces the unfused
task size to 8 tasks, shown in the figure. The number of tasks in the new graph is 9
(including 8 unfused tasks plus 1 fused task) which is greater than the threshold of
8. Therefore, a further iteration of graph partitioning is performed on the remaining














(a) The initial task graph g has 12 tasks.
Node 1 Node 2 Node 3 Node 4 
(b) The cluster consists of 1 node of capacity














(c) Partitioning g into 3 partitions of size 4,










(d) Fusing 1 partition out of 3, calculated by










(e) Partitioning the remaining tasks into 3









(f) Fusing 1 partition out of 3, calculated by
Equation 9.4, shown in orange







Figure 9.2: An example of task assignment by I-Scheduler
size 3, shown in Figure 9.2e. We fuse 1 of the 3 partitions, shown in orange in the
figure, as this is all that is required to reach the threshold of 8, shown in Figure 9.2f.
Finally, the optimisation software finds a solution and I-Scheduler performs the final
task assignment, shown in Figure 9.2g.
9.4 I-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler
In this section, we evaluate the communication cost of I-Scheduler, by comparing it

















































Figure 9.3: I-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler for linear layout
the results of I-Scheduler are for the three micro-benchmarks, where each represents
a different congestion pattern. Details of each micro-benchmark, such as the number
of tasks and configuration were previously presented in Section 6.2. We also compare
the resolution times of I-Scheduler and the optimal scheduler for each configuration.
These results demonstrate how the resolution time for finding the optimal solution
significantly increases as the problem size becomes larger, due to the increased compu-
tational complexity. This further demonstrates how I-Scheduler can effectively reduce
the problem size, such that optimisation software can be used for task assignment, in
a feasible amount of time.
Figures 9.3, 9.4 and 9.5 show the results for the linear, diamond and star micro-
benchmark respectively. For the linear layout, shown in Figure 9.3, we can see that I-
Scheduler is able to match the results of the optimal scheduler for both the homogeneous
and heterogeneous configurations. As was noted for T3-Scheduler, the gap between the
homogeneous and heterogeneous results is due to the differences in cluster capacities,
where the larger nodes in the heterogeneous cluster allow more tasks to be placed in a
single node, reducing the inter-node communication.
Figure 9.4 shows that I-Scheduler can achieve the same results as optimal for the
diamond micro-benchmark, except for 30 tasks run on the heterogeneous cluster, where
I-Scheduler has a communication cost of 148, which is two units higher than the optimal





















































































































































Figure 9.5: I-Scheduler vs. optimal scheduler for star layout
operators together. The optimal scheduler also selects tasks from multiple operators
















CPLEX Resolution Time − Linear
Figure 9.6: Resolution time for optimal scheduler and I-Scheduler for linear layout
Figure 9.5 shows the results for star layout for I-Scheduler and optimal scheduler.
As can be seen from the figure, I-Scheduler can find the optimal solution in all cases
but for the heterogeneous configuration with 30 tasks where the optimal solution is 86
and I-Scheduler finds 90.
The communication cost for diamond and start layouts, shown in Figures 9.4
and 9.5, is much higher than that of the linear layout, Figure 9.3. This is a result
of the shape of each layout, where the linear shape allows more communicating tasks
to be placed together within each node, while diamond and star provide fewer op-
portunities to place communicating tasks together. A more detailed description was
previously given in Section 7.5.
Figures 9.6, 9.7 and 9.8 show the resolution times for I-Scheduler and the optimal
scheduler for each of the micro-benchmarks. From the figures, it can be seen that the
resolution time of the optimal scheduler increases significantly with the problem size.
This is a clear demonstration showing that while the optimal scheduler can be used
for small problem sizes, it quickly becomes impractical as the problem size increases.
In comparison, I-Scheduler has a resolution time of less than θ for all problem sizes.
While there is some minor fluctuation in the resolution times, this is a result of the
problem size actually handled by the optimisation software. That is, T sets a target
task size, but as entire groups are fused during each iteration, the resulting task size














CPLEX Resolution Time − Diamond














CPLEX Resolution Time − Star
Figure 9.8: Resolution time for optimal scheduler and I-Scheduler for star layout
task sizes closer to T .
Overall, I-Scheduler is able to efficiently assign tasks to the homogeneous and het-
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erogeneous cluster nodes. It was able to quickly find near optimal results for each
of the three micro-benchmarks, making it a good solution for practical deployments.
This approach can be used to reduce even larger scheduling problems, making them
optimisation problems that can be solved in a practical time. We evaluate the practical
performance of I-Scheduler in the next section.
9.5 Experimental evaluation
In this section, we evaluate I-Scheduler using three micro-benchmarks and two real-
world applications, described in Section 6.2 and Section 6.3, respectively.
9.5.1 Micro-benchmarks
I/O-intensive: Similarly to T3-Scheduler, we evaluate the throughput of I-Scheduler
for the I/O-intensive micro-benchmarks, which are run on a small heterogeneous
cluster, consisting of one high capacity node and two low capacity nodes. This
configuration ensures each of the three schedulers uses both high and low capacity
nodes, and is not impacted by node consolidation. The results for the micro-
benchmarks, run by I-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS are shown in Figure 9.9a.
As can be seen in the figure, I-Scheduler outperforms R-Storm by 25% for the
diamond micro-benchmark and achieves a similar throughput for linear and star.
In comparison, I-Scheduler outperforms OLS for linear, diamond and star micro-
benchmarks by 8–46%, as OLS has a lower average throughput.
CPU-intensive: We then run each of the CPU-intensive micro-benchmarks on a het-
erogeneous cluster with two high capacity nodes and four low capacity nodes.
From the results shown in Figure 9.9b, it can be seen that I-Scheduler outperforms
OLS by 10–35% for all micro-benchmarks, with similar results to R-Storm for lin-
ear and star micro-benchmarks. Again, I-Scheduler has an average throughput
26% higher than R-Storm for diamond, as a result of a better task placement for
I-Scheduler. The average throughput for each CPU-intensive micro-benchmark is
higher than that of the I/O-intensive micro-benchmarks, due to the higher load
placed on the CPU.
Overall, these results show that I-Scheduler is better able to place highly communi-
cating tasks on nodes, reducing inter-node communication. In comparison, R-Storm is
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unable to find an efficient schedule for diamond shaped layouts, while the greedy best























































Average Throughput for CPU−intensive Micro−benchmarks
(b) CPU-intensive micro-benchmarks
Figure 9.9: Throughput results of I/O-intensive and CPU-intensive linear, diamond
and star micro-benchmarks, using I-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
9.5.2 Load prediction application for smart homes
We evaluate I-Scheduler by running the load prediction topology on a homogeneous and
heterogeneous cluster, which is compared with R-Storm and OLS. The homogeneous
cluster is configured with 8 high capacity nodes, while the heterogeneous cluster has 2
high capacity and 4 low capacity nodes.
Figure 9.10 shows the experimental results for each of the three schedulers run on
the homogeneous cluster. As can be seen from the figure, OLS and R-Storm have an
average throughput of 3,700 and 5,200 respectively, while I-Scheduler with theta set to
1 has an average throughput of 6,900, representing an improvement of 86% and 30%,
respectively. The lower throughput of OLS is because of the greedy approach used,
which assigns tasks to the least loaded node.
The task selection algorithm of R-Storm is unable to place any of the Plug Load
component’s tasks with other communicating tasks, separating this component from
others, lowering the throughput. Further, with R-Storm being offline, it cannot see the
data transfer rates between tasks and cannot prioritise highly communicating tasks.
As a result of OLS assigning tasks to the least loaded nodes, it uses all 8 nodes while
R-Storm and I-Scheduler use 4 out of 8 nodes on average. As a result, R-Storm and
I-Scheduler consolidate the cluster, reducing inter-node communication. For a fairer
comparison which removes the impact of node consolidation, we rerun OLS on 4 nodes,




























Load Prediction Topology − Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.10: Throughput results of smart home load prediction topology in a homoge-
neous cluster, using I-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
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Load Prediction Topology − Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.11: Throughput results of smart home load prediction topology in a hetero-


























Load Prediction Topology − Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.12: Latency results of smart home load prediction topology in a homogeneous
























Load Prediction Topology − Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.13: Latency results of smart home load prediction topology in a heterogeneous






























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.14: Throughput results of top frequent routes topology in a homogeneous
cluster, using I-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
Figure 9.10, the throughput of OLS increases when run on fewer nodes, however it is
still lower than the other two schedulers.
From the figure, it can be seen that I-Scheduler with θ set to zero performs similarly
to I-Scheduler with a θ of 1. This demonstrates the efficiency of the graph partitioning
algorithms in finding groups of highly communicating tasks.
We then run all three schedulers on a heterogeneous cluster, consisting of 2 high
capacity nodes and 4 low capacity nodes. This configuration evaluates which scheduler
is better able to reduce inter-node communication by more efficiently assigning highly
communicating tasks to the limited number of high capacity nodes. As can be seen
in Figure 9.11, both settings of I-Scheduler can outperform R-Storm and OLS because
of its task selection approach. It is worth noting that the throughput is lower for all
schedulers than the homogeneous configuration, as there is more inter-node communi-
cation.
Figures 9.12 and 9.13 show the execute latency for the topology run by the three
schedulers. From the figures, it can be seen that as the execute latency is reduced,
we can achieve higher throughput, however the overall improvement in latency is not
significant. In summary, the experimental results show that I-Scheduler can more






























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.15: Throughput results of top frequent routes topology in a heterogeneous
cluster, using I-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
9.5.3 Top frequent routes in NYC taxi data
Figure 9.14 shows the throughput for each of the three schedulers, running the top
frequent routes topology on an 8 node homogeneous cluster. As can be seen from the
figure, the average throughput for I-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS is 16,000, 15,500 and
9,800 respectively. The results show that both I-Scheduler and R-Storm are able to
efficiently place highly communicating tasks together on the same node, reducing inter-
node communication. It is worth nothing that R-Storm operates offline and required
substantial fine tuning to be able to achieve this results, while I-Scheduler operates
online without requiring such tuning. The lower average throughput of OLS is due
to tasks being spread across nodes. By rerunning OLS on a 3-node cluster, a higher
throughput of 13,900 was achieved. We further evaluate each of the schedulers on a
heterogeneous cluster with 2 high capacity nodes and 2 low capacity nodes. From the
results, shown in Figure 9.15, it can be seen that I-Scheduler has an average throughput
of 15,700 while R-Storm and OLS have an average of 14,800 and 13,000 respectively.
Finally, Figures 9.16 and 9.17 show the latency for each scheduler running on the


























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Homogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.16: Latency results of top frequent routes topology in a homogeneous cluster,
























Top Frequent Routes Topology −  Heterogeneous Cluster
Figure 9.17: Latency results of top frequent routes topology in a heterogeneous cluster,
using I-Scheduler, R-Storm and OLS
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9.6 Discussion
Our evaluation of the communication cost of I-Scheduler, compared to a theoretically
optimal scheduler, has shown that it is able to match, or get near optimal results for
both homogeneous and heterogeneous cluster configurations. When compared to our
previous schedulers, P-Scheduler and T3-Scheduler, I-Scheduler can match the results
of P-Scheduler for the homogeneous configuration, and obtain a lower communication
cost than T3-Scheduler for the heterogeneous and homogeneous configuration. This
represents an overall improvement in performance, as I-Scheduler has achieved either
optimal or near optimal results for all configurations.
This is further supported by the experimental results for the two real-world appli-
cations, where I-Scheduler shows an improved performance, compared to P-Scheduler
and T3-Scheduler. This is a result of employing efficient K-way partitioning in an it-
erative manner to reliably find partitions of different sizes with highly communicating
tasks. Further, by using optimisation software to perform task assignment after fusion,
the inter-node communication is reduced.
I-Scheduler has overcome the main limitations of P-Scheduler and T3-Scheduler.
While P-Scheduler had good performance for homogeneous clusters, it was unable to
operate on heterogeneous clusters due to its use of a single phase of K-way partitioning.
The iterative approach adopted by I-Scheduler overcomes this, resulting in equivalent
performance for homogeneous clusters, while being able to efficiently operate on het-
erogeneous clusters. Further, the prioritisation of operator task pairs of T3-Scheduler
is overcome by the use of K-way partitioning, which reliably finds partitions of tasks
across multiple operators.
Similar to P-Scheduler and T3-Scheduler, I-Scheduler is an online scheduler which
has an overhead when rescheduling. In our implementation of the proposed schedulers
in Apache Storm, this means using native Storm task migration. Currently, Storm uses
a simple method of task migration, where the execution is stopped, allowing the tasks
to be moved, before restarting execution with the new configuration. In our future
work, we will investigate methods for smooth task migration, which does not stop the
entire execution and this will reduce the overhead of rescheduling.
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9.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented I-Scheduler, a heuristic scheduling algorithm that utilises
graph partitioning to efficiently and reliably fuse groups of communicating tasks, re-
ducing the graph size such that it can be solved by optimisation software. We evaluated
I-Scheduler using three micro-benchmarks and two real-world streaming applications.
The experimental results showed that I-Scheduler outperformed R-Storm by up to 32%




Conclusion and future work
10.1 Conclusion
It is essential to have an efficient data stream processing system for real-time stream-
ing applications such as real-time analysis, network monitoring, security surveillance
and real-time search. An important aspect to having such a near real-time system is
an effective scheduler. Since it is NP-hard to determine the optimal schedule, many
heuristic scheduling algorithms have been proposed, which are used in existing sys-
tems to find efficient schedules. However, existing schedulers still have some scope for
improvement, such as a more reliable placement of communicating tasks on nodes or
improved QoS.
In this thesis, we have focused on the scheduling problem. We began by pro-
viding background on three different generations of data stream processing systems.
Then, we presented work related to task scheduling in distributed stream processing
systems. With this, we highlighted the challenges of scheduling and the limitations
of existing approaches adopted in the state-of-the-art. To address these challenges,
we have proposed three scheduling policies which partition a streaming application
graph into groups of highly communicating tasks. This has the objective of minimising
the inter-node communication when each partition is assigned to a node, which can
increase system throughput and reduce latency. The three schedulers, P-Scheduler,
T3-Scheduler and I-Scheduler are described as follows:
• P-Scheduler employs graph partitioning to efficiently and reliably partition the
application graph into the number of nodes required to run the application. The
partitions in P-Scheduler are of roughly equal sized groups of highly communi-
cating tasks, which are assigned to homogeneous nodes, reducing the inter-node
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communication. P-Scheduler further divides each partition/sub-graph assigned
to a node into the number of required workers, minimising inter-worker commu-
nication.
• T3-Scheduler finds partitions of different sizes in the application graph such that
highly communicating tasks are grouped together. By repeatedly finding a start-
ing point within the application graph, and expanding the search outwards from
this point to include the most highly communicating neighbours, T3-Scheduler
can partition the application graph where each part is sized relative to the ca-
pacity of a node. Once the partitions are assigned to the heterogeneous nodes,
they are further partitioned into the number of workers required for the node,
similarly to P-Scheduler.
• I-Scheduler iteratively uses graph partitioning to efficiently fuse groups of highly
communicating tasks into a single task, in order to reduce the task size of the
application graph. Once the task graph is sufficiently small, optimisation software
is able to determine the task assignment within a user defined time tolerance. In
cases where the task graph is too large to be solved by the optimisation software
or the user cannot tolerate any delays in finding a schedule, a fallback heuristic
method is used, where each fused task is assigned to a node with a relative
capacity. I-Scheduler performs a second level of graph partitioning on each node,
to minimise the inter-worker communication, similarly to P-Scheduler and T3-
Scheduler.
The key advantages of our algorithms are that they operate online, are able to
consolidate the number of nodes used, and by adopting our novel two-level scheduling
method, they are able to reduce intra-node communication as well as the inter-node
communication, reducing latency and increasing throughput. However, each algorithm
requires rescheduling, and will incur some additional overhead when rescheduling oc-
curs. Further, there are some limitations to each scheduler. P-Scheduler relies on
the efficiency of the K-way graph partitioning algorithm. T3-Scheduler has a group
pair view which means it works better with applications where aggregation rates are
reduced as data flows through the system. The efficiency of the algorithm is also
dependent upon the selection of the starting point for the task grouping, where an
inefficient selection may give a sub-optimal result. I-Scheduler relies on the efficiency
of the K-way graph partitioning algorithm and optimisation software such as CPLEX.
It is also dependent on choosing the right partitions for fusion during each iteration.
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Table 10.1: A comparison of our proposed schedulers: P-Scheduler, T3-Scheduler and
I-Scheduler










- Iterative K-way partitioning




A further limitation of each algorithm is that rescheduling is based upon recent traffic
patterns, without the use of prediction. While this approach is common, it can result
in inefficient schedules when the application has bursty traffic patterns which contin-
ually change. To handle such bursty traffic, rescheduling would have to be repeatedly
performed. This is a worst case scenario, which is common to schedulers that do not
use prediction. In this thesis, the experimental applications used to evaluate all of the
schedulers had a stable traffic pattern, and did not test this worst case scenario.
A summary of each scheduler is shown in Table 10.1, which can be compared to
the related work previously provided in Table 3.2.
From these limitations, each scheduler has advantages and disadvantages compared
to each other. For instance, P-Scheduler is only able to operate on a homogeneous
cluster, but may be more reliable at finding partitions on such a cluster than T3-
Scheduler. However, T3-Scheduler is able to find task groups on both homogeneous
and heterogeneous clusters, achieving better overall performance and usability than
P-Scheduler. I-Scheduler is able to improve on both P-Scheduler and T3-Scheduler by
using optimisation software when determining the task placement, but the scalability
of the optimisation software is limited. However, with the fallback heuristic method,
I-Scheduler achieves better overall performance.
While the run-time of each algorithm depends on the properties of the application
graph being scheduled, we can calculate the worst case run-time. P-Scheduler builds
G = (V,E) from all of the communicating tasks, obtained from the monitoring step in
O(|E|), and finds the number of required partitions, k, in O(1). The graph G is then
partitioned into k partitions using a K-way partitioning algorithm, taking O(|E|logk).
This procedure is then repeated for the second level of partitioning, where the maximum
number of edges per node is assumed to be |E ′| and the maximum number of partitions
per node is considered to be k′, taking O(|E ′|logk′). The worst case for T3-Scheduler
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is when there is only one task per operator, meaning there is no task grouping. The
first step is to prioritise the N nodes, based on their capacity, taking O(|N |logN),
before prioritising the task pairs based on their communication rates, O(|E|logE).
Each node is then filled by finding a starting point in the graph from the ordered list
of task pairs, where this sub-graph is extended until the node is full. The second level
of scheduling in T3-Scheduler uses the same procedure as was previously described
for P-Scheduler, and has a run-time of O(|E ′|logk′). In cases where I-Scheduler uses
optimisation software, it has a run-time of O(θ), which is the user-defined parameter for
the scheduling time threshold, previously described in Section 9.2. In other cases, when
the fallback method is used, I-Schedulers performs iterative graph partitioning based
on the node capacities, meaning the worst case occurs when every node has a different
capacity, requiring more iterations to be performed. For iteration i, I-Scheduler finds
the required number of partitions, ki, in O(1). The graph is then partitioned into ki
parts in O(|Ei|logki), with a worst case run-time of O(|N ||E|logk).
We evaluated the communication cost of each of the proposed schedulers by com-
paring them with a theoretically optimal scheduler. Our evaluation shows that our
proposed schedulers can achieve the results close to optimal. We further performed
experiments comparing our proposed schedulers with two popular and open source
schedulers, R-Storm and OLS, using two real-world applications. The results show
that our schedulers can outperform OLS by 12–86% and R-Storm up to 32%.
10.2 Future work
In this thesis we have presented three heuristic scheduling algorithms that improve
on the task assignment of streaming applications in DSPSs, run on homogeneous and
heterogeneous clusters. However, a number of challenges remain to be addressed in our
future work, as follows.
• Extended evaluation: We plan to implement new micro-benchmarks and real-
world applications which have different communication and congestion patterns
to those already implemented. This will allow us to further evaluate our proposed
schedulers: P-Scheduler, T3-Scheduler and I-Scheduler.
• Load prediction: We plan to further investigate the observed run-time char-
acteristics of each application, such as the burstiness of some communication,
to gain further insights. These insights could be used to develop a predictive
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scheduling algorithm that can preemptively adapt to expected changes in the
workload characteristics, such as a bursty workload phase. Predicting the work-
load can help overcome an existing limitation of our work by better handling the
worst case bursty traffic.
• Rescheduling frequency: A further area of interest is determining when reschedul-
ing should optimally occur for a given workload. This work would build on the
analysis and prediction of the load, by using these insights to guide rescheduling,
as the scheduler should respond to the dominant workload patterns, ensuring
scheduling is not based on infrequent bursts in traffic. Additionally, a balance
needs to be struck between the overhead of rescheduling, which causes a tempo-
rary pause in execution, and the potential performance gains of a new schedule.
• State migration: We will investigate improved methods for state migration
of tasks, as surveyed in (To et al., 2018), which would allow for more efficient
rescheduling. Currently, Apache Storm’s state migration stops all tasks from
executing to allow them to be moved, before being restarted. This is inefficient
as it interrupts execution, and causes significant overhead. There is great interest
in finding a solution to this problem, which is an area of ongoing research. By
implementing an improved method of state migration, we would be able to have a
more efficient scheduler, with lower overhead, enabling more frequent rescheduling
to be performed in response to bursty traffic.
• Parallelism degree: We plan to work on finding the optimal number of tasks
per operator for a streaming application and determine how those tasks are dis-
tributed during execution. As the number of tasks is assigned at the start of
execution, and remains fixed for the entire execution, load prediction is used to
determine the number of tasks required by each operator in order to handle the
load. Further, during execution, the parallelism degree is determined by the ratio
of tasks per executor, where increasing the number of executors, which decreases
the tasks per executor, results in increased parallelism with more tasks executing
in parallel. While increasing the parallelism degree can improve performance, it
comes at the cost of rescheduling overhead. Some of this cost can be overcome
with the development of effective load prediction, rescheduling frequency analysis
and minimal cost state migration, which will help ensure the performance gain
out weight any overhead.
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• Multi-application scheduling: Currently, our schedulers assign applications
to clusters based on the assumption that the single application has exclusive ac-
cess to the compute resources. However, this will not always be the case, where
multiple-applications will share the compute resources of large clusters. Extend-
ing our schedulers to assign multiple-applications will further require considering
fairness, QoS and the relative needs of each application. This may require an
additional management layer during scheduling, or a new, adapted scheduling
approach.
• Theoretical analysis: We will analyse the trend in communication cost for
each algorithm and study the differences between the proposed schedulers and the
optimal scheduler. This will involve determining the scalability of each algorithm
for much larger problems with more complicated traffic pattern, and the relative
impact on communication cost.
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